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ACVA, Presentation

ACV Auctions: Innovating the Dealer-to-Dealer Wholesale Mar-
ket Amidst COVID-19 and Beyond
Sep 6, 2023 at 1:10 PM

ACV Auctions CEO George Chamoun and VP Investor Relations Tim Fox discussed the company's 
digital-first model and unique inspection report, as well as their focus on gaining market share 
in the dealer-to-dealer wholesale category. They highlighted the impact of COVID-19 on their 
business and the importance of meeting dealers' needs through value-added services. The speak-
ers emphasized the role of technology in achieving their goals and mentioned their investment 
strategy. They also discussed their ancillary service, Transport, and newer business, ACV Capital. 
The company has long-term revenue targets and margin objectives that rely on factors such as 
market share, pricing increases, and market recovery. They plan to continue growing steadily and 
investing in product technology focused on condition-adjusted decision-making.
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ADBE, Presentation

Adobe's Strategic Objectives: Embracing AI, Expanding Ozerings, and Prioritif-
ing Innovation For Guture wroTth
Sep 7, 2023 at 6:05 PM

In an interview, Shantanu Narayen, Chairman and CEO of Adobe, discusses the company's strate-
gic objectives for the next five years, including creativity for all, digital documents, and person-
alized customer engagement. He emphasizes the importance of seeking new opportunities and 
executing with a data-driven operating model. Narayen believes that digital will always benefit 
their business and they can use macroeconomic weakness to invest in new opportunities. He 
highlights their success in redefining the marketing business and their focus on real-time cus-
tomer data infrastructure. Narayen also addresses the impact of AI on their business and the 
importance of data in their AI strategy. He mentions their oflering called Fire"y, which uses AI to 
generate images based on text prompts. Narayen explains that their Jsecret sauceJ is embedding 
AI in ways that enhance creativity and productivity, particularly through their interfaces. He 
discusses how this technology allows more people to participate in the creative process and 
helps marketers with content production and campaign eflectiveness. Narayen believes that AI 
will bring both job elimination and improvement, ultimately enabling more people to participate 
in technology. He also mentions that Adobe is positioned to help businesses navigate data safety 
and accuracy issues, working with companies like Disney and Coke to create customized models 
for their content. Adobe has introduced content credentials to ensure transparency in content 
creation. In terms of hiring and headcount, Narayen explains that Adobe was thoughtful during the 
pandemic and reprioritized stafl, resulting in no company-wide layofls. They are currently focused 
on hiring specific skill sets related to software development. Narayen also discusses Adobe's 
intention to acquire Figma, a product design tool, to complement their platform and expand into 
new areas. He advises navigating the dynamic environment by anticipating and planning for 
changes, looking for adjacent opportunities, and leveraging strengths during periods of growth. 
The speaker emphasizes the importance of prioritizing tasks and focusing on what will make a 
significant impact. They believe that intellectual property lies in their people and that it is crucial 
to connect individual work with overall goals. The company also values long-term diflerentiation 
and investing in innovative products. They acknowledge the importance of considering business 
cycles but stress the need to build for the future.

ADJ, Presentation

ADJ CEO Rim DeVries' Strategy For Customer Yetention, Yev-
enue wroTth, and Guture Opportunities
Sep 7, 2023 at 5:25 PM

ADT CEO Yim DeVries discusses the company's focus on customer retention and selling its com-
mercial business. He highlights partnerships with State Farm and Google as drivers of revenue 
growth. DeVries also mentions factors in"uencing attrition and expresses confidence in improving 
retention. He discusses potential catalysts for future growth, including partnerships with AARP 
and opportunities in the DIU market. He addresses the decline in the solar business and the 
challenges they faced, but remains optimistic about the combination of a solar business with a 
residential security business. He talks about the company's free cash "ow growth goals and capital 
allocation priorities, emphasizing debt paydown as a short-term priority.
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ADNEL, Presentation

Adyen's Management Discusses wroTth, Investment Strategies, and Gu-
ture Plans at ConFerence
Sep 5, 2023 at 1:10 PM

The speaker at the conference welcomed Adyen's management and introduced the co-CEO and 
Group CFO. They discussed Adyen's recent half-year results, highlighting slight growth slowdown 
but continued market share gain. The company is focused on digital payments, unified commerce, 
and platform expansion as areas of investment. They addressed concerns about pricing competi-
tion by emphasizing added value for merchants through improved functionality and lower costs. 
Adyen's market share in the %.S. is around 25L of total revenues, with a focus on reducing inter-
change costs for merchants. The company aims to increase wallet share and expand its unified 
commerce presence. They believe there is a strategic shift happening in the payment industry, 
opening up new opportunities and verticals. Adyen believes they are ahead of the competition 
and can ofler a unique unified commerce proposition for platforms. They mention their focus on 
targeting small and medium-sized businesses and avoiding channel con"ict. Regarding eBay, they 
explain that eBay has successfully taken control of their payment "ow through eBay managed 
payments. Adyen's focus is on the transition to platform payments, as they expect many more 
businesses to add payments in the coming years. They are also developing new products such 
as financial services, which are expected to become more significant over time. The speaker 
mentioned that hiring plans will optimize the team rather than making big investments in the next 
year. They expect EBITDA margins to start increasing in 2024. In terms of capital deployment, 
the speaker explained that having a strong cash balance helps with regulators and ratings, and 
it also benefits customer acquisition. The speaker emphasized the importance of maintaining 
a good relationship with regulators and continuing to have a high rating. They mentioned that 
they did not lose any gross customers and highlighted that they are growing their business 
with individual customers. They acknowledged that the recent results showed lower growth, 
but stated that building a company is not always linear and they have a long-term view. They 
acknowledged the increased competition in the market but stated that their strategy remains 
focused on understanding customer needs and continuing to grow. Regarding feedback from 
investors, they mentioned considering suggestions such as buybacks and insiders buying, but did 
not provide specific details on actions being taken to defend the share price post-H1 results. The 
speaker concluded by stating that there is a misperception in the market about Adyen's growth 
and they will organize an Investor Day in November to better explain their building blocks for 
maintaining growth.
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AGYM, Presentation

Max Kevchin, CEO oF A.rm, Discusses Continuous Improve-
ment, Data Sources, and Kong-Jerm Success
Sep 7, 2023 at 5:25 PM

During a fireside chat, Max Kevchin, CEO of AWrm, discussed the company's focus on continuous 
improvement and data sources. He highlighted the advantage of having proprietary transaction 
data and incremental data that card networks don't provide. The company prioritizes strong unit 
economics and maintaining a high profit margin while balancing growth and profitability. Building 
a business with network eflects is crucial for long-term success. AWrm aims to ofler consumers 
more time to pay for purchases and has evolved its product portfolio accordingly. The company 
places a strong emphasis on underwriting and improving their models for predicting outcomes. 
They prioritize explainability and traceability of decisions to customers. AWrm has prepared for 
increased regulatory attention and believes they are well-prepared for any changes. The company 
takes pride in being a preferred partner for merchants and emphasizes the importance of providing 
a positive consumer experience. %nderwriting is seen as a core competitive advantage, and they 
believe there will never be a monopoly in payments. They also mention upcoming innovations in 
adaptive checkout and the potential use of AI for financial decision advising. The rollout of the 
AWrm card has exceeded expectations, and the company is focused on increasing frequency of 
use among its users. They expect the interest-bearing GMV to decrease over time as they want 
to ofler interest-free options for certain purchases. Regarding their relationship with Amazon, 
they cannot provide specific details about their roadmap but emphasize that working with large 
partners like Amazon takes time to scale. They believe in making long-term investments and 
continuing to scale with partners like Amazon. The speaker also mentions the excitement around 
their card oflering and their commitment to building something for the long term.

wOOwK, Presentation

woogle Cloud CEO Jhomas Hurian emphasifes enterprise soFtTare division oF-
Ferings, including inFrastructure, AI, data analytics, cybersecurity, and collab-
orationU qe highlights customer preFerences For high-perFormance inFrastruc-
ture, top-notch security, and diverse AI acceleratorsU Hurian introduces Vertex 
AI and emphasifes woogle Cloud's commitment to cybersecurityU qe concludes 
by discussing Workspace integration Tith AI and the company's rapid customer 
groTthU Additionally
Sep 7, 2023 at 4:05 PM

Thomas (urian, CEO of Google Cloud, discusses the company's enterprise software division and 
its oflerings in infrastructure, AI, data analytics, cybersecurity, and collaboration. He highlights 
the reasons why customers choose Google Cloud, including its high-performance infrastructure, 
superior uptime and security, and extensive range of accelerators for AI. (urian also mentions the 
introduction of Vertex AI, a platform for AI systems, and Google Cloud's focus on cybersecurity, 
providing solutions to help organizations secure their data and systems. He concludes by men-
tioning Google Cloud's collaboration platform, )orkspace, and its integration of AI, as well as the 
company's rapid growth in both existing and new customers.

Thomas (urian discusses Google's strategy to develop custom silicon for AI systems. They believe 
that a range of diflerent kinds of accelerators, including TP%s and GP%s, are necessary to accel-
erate performance and lower costs. They have implemented various elements of system design, 
such as optical switching and diflerent "oating point methods, to create more eWcient systems 
overall. This allows them to serve workloads more eWciently, have "exibility in supply, and ofler 
cost-eWcient capital utilization.
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AKJY, Presentation

Altair's Rourney: A SoFtTare Developer's Evolution in Simulation, qigh-PerFor-
mance Computing, and Data Analytics
Sep 7, 2023 at 11:10 AM

Altair's management team, led by CEO Yames Scapa and CFO Matt Brown, discuss Altair's history 
and growth as a software developer specializing in simulation, high-performance computing, 
and data analytics. They highlight strategic acquisitions, the unique units model, and a focus 
on verticals such as automotive, aerospace, consumer electronics, and financial services. The 
team expresses confidence in Altair's position and customer relationships, discusses the fiscal '23 
outlook, and emphasizes the importance of partnerships in Altair's growth. They highlight Altair's 
diflerentiation through technical expertise, superior products, and strong customer engagement. 
The team also discusses the adoption of Digital Twins and the opportunities to embed AI capabil-
ities into Altair's product portfolio.

AJ&S, Presentation

Altice &SA's Cultural JransFormation: Innovating For Employee and Customer 
Experience Thile Exploring Gunding Opportunities
Sep 6, 2023 at 6:45 PM

Altice %SA, led by CEO Dennis Mathew, is undergoing a cultural transformation to improve employ-
ee and customer experience. They plan to resume fiber construction, ofler fiber branded products, 
and upgrade existing customers eWciently. Altice is exploring funding opportunities through 
government programs and aims to stabilize average revenue per user &ARP%8 erosion. They are 
implementing a customer lifetime value model to have personalized conversations with customers 
and provide customized oflers. Altice's go-to-market strategy includes oflering converged service 
bundles and leveraging their partnership with T-Mobile for mobile infrastructure. They aim to 
improve the overall customer relationship and increase profitability through selling accessories, 
insurance, and additional lines. The company acknowledges the broken video ecosystem and 
suggests finding a win-win model for cable companies and programmers as more viewers shift 
to streaming platforms. Altice sees growth opportunities in its Business Services segment and 
is focusing on operational execution and expanding its product portfolio. They also aim to ofler 
voice across their entire footprint. Kightpath is seen as a core asset for now, with no immediate 
plans for a transaction. Altice has made OpEx investments that have impacted EBITDA, but they 
are working on stabilizing OpEx and improving the customer experience. They believe there are 
opportunities for revenue growth through mobile and B2B. Altice is confident in their ability to 
delever and prioritize capital allocation based on business execution.
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AMJ, Presentation

American JoTer's CGO Discusses wlobal InFrastructure Demand, AcXuisi-
tions, and Market Opportunities
Sep 6, 2023 at 12:30 PM

Rod Smith, CFO of American Tower, discussed the company's strategy for meeting global infra-
structure demand. He highlighted their agreements with carriers and the growth of mobile data 
consumption worldwide. Smith also mentioned the acquisition of CoreSite and the potential for 
edge computing facilities to connect with their tower assets. He expressed confidence in the %S 
wireless and tower market and discussed leading indicators for leasing reacceleration, such as 
5G and the need for a fourth operator. Smith discussed American Tower's agreement with DISH 
and the potential upside if DISH exceeds their minimum requirements. He also addressed the 
international tower business, noting faster growth and favorable leasing environments in Europe 
and Africa. However, he mentioned plans to reduce exposure in the Indian market. Smith discussed 
Brazil's growth prospects and the factors driving CoreSite's elevated growth. He emphasized the 
demand for high-quality data center facilities and the deployment of new business contracts. 
)hile AI is expected to drive future demand, the company's focus is on a balanced portfolio of 
customers. Smith also discussed capital allocation priorities, including deleveraging, reducing 
overall debt, and decreasing exposure to "oating rate debt.

APPL, Presentation

Appian's Strategic Gocus on Data Security, Spend Management, and Market Ex-
pansion to Drive wroTth
Sep 6, 2023 at 10:30 AM

Appian is a process automation company focused on large enterprises. They ofler a platform 
with features like work"ow, robotic process automation, process mining, and AI. Their strategy 
prioritizes data and proprietary business processes security. Appian aims to capture more market 
share by focusing on spend management and reducing vendor numbers. They have a high renewal 
rate and aim for 30L cloud revenue growth. Customers appreciate the data fabric feature that 
solves data integration issues. Appian's pricing strategy has evolved to an application-specific 
model. They see Pegasystems, ServiceNow, and Microsoft as their main competitors but believe 
their platform is more powerful for complex use cases. Appian is investing in sales capacity and 
setting EBITDA targets for growth. They expect to reach breakeven point in adjusted EBITDA by 
2024 and be adjusted EBITDA positive in 2025. Acquiring new customers through their partner 
ecosystem and enhancing relationships with strategic partners is their focus. They are also im-
proving eWciency and have opened an R$D development center in India. Their long-term targets 
include a 20L operating margin and X0-X5L gross margin, with a shift towards software and a 
focus on sales eWciency and marketing programs.
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AMAJ, Presentation

Applied Materials CEO Discusses Strong Position in Semiconductor Market, 
DYAM Keadership, and Bullish Outlook on Compute Memory wroTth
Sep 6, 2023 at 11:50 AM

Gary Dickerson, CEO of Applied Materials, discussed the company's strong position in the semi-
conductor and semi-cap equipment space. He highlighted areas of market growth such as IoT, 
communication, auto power sensors, leading-edge foundry logic, DRAM, and packaging. Dicker-
son emphasized the transition to subscription agreements in its service business and discussed 
technology nodes and innovations in gate-all-around, backside power delivery, and CFET tech-
nology. The CEO also talked about the opportunities in advanced packaging and the formation of 
ICAPS, a group focused on innovation in various markets. He expressed confidence in double-digit 
growth for the services business and potential for improvement in gross margins through price 
increases and cost reduction. The CEO discussed the challenges faced by the supply chain during 
the pandemic and the company's eflorts to strengthen it. He mentioned the lessons learned from 
the crisis and the improvements being made in eWciency, eflectiveness, and customer trust. 
Dickerson highlighted the resilience and growth potential of Applied Materials in the market.

The speaker is highlighting the company's strong position in the DRAM market, mentioning their 
leadership in logic processes and unique strengths in areas such as capacitor scaling, patterning, 
and packaging. They also mention their bullish outlook on compute memory growth.
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ALEJ, Presentation

Driving wroTth and Innovation: Arista LetTorks' Gocus on SoFtTare Develop-
ment, Modular Architecture, and Market Expansion
Sep 6, 2023 at 12:30 PM

Anshul Sadana, the COO of Arista Networks, discussed the company's focus on software de-
velopment and modular architecture, which allows for easy bug fixes without dropping packets. 
Despite slowing tech spending, Arista raised its revenue guidance for 2023 due to strength in 
the enterprise sector and steady growth in the cloud segment. They expect strong growth in the 
enterprise sector, surpassing the company average for next year. The speaker expressed confi-
dence in their long-term outlook for double-digit revenue growth by 2024. They highlighted the 
importance of interoperability and an open ecosystem. The speaker also discussed the challenges 
and opportunities in AI networking, stating that there is not enough research to measure market 
share objectively but citing reports that suggest Arista has at least 40L share in the Ethernet 
part of AI. The speaker believes that measuring AI separately from data center networking will 
become increasingly diWcult as the two blend together. Arista already has a strong share in 
Ethernet for AI and expects to continue doing well. Customers have been experimenting with 
Ethernet for AI, with positive results, and are expected to move to pilot deployments in 2024. The 
adoption of X00-gig technology in 2025 will further accelerate AI deployments by allowing for 
faster processing and optimization of GP% usage. In terms of upgrade cycles, Arista has seen a 
progression from 1-gig to 10-gig to 40-gig to 100-gig to 400-gig, with each transition driven by 
diflerent factors such as cost, power eWciency, and application needs. )hile there may be overlap 
between diflerent speed generations, certain nodes like 100-gig and X00-gig are expected to 
remain stable in the long term. Arista's competition sees speed transitions as opportunities to 
gain share, but Arista's consistent software platform gives them an advantage. The Cloud Titan 
customer vertical is still growing, although at a moderating pace. The growth rate of Arista's Cloud 
Titan business is slowing down, re"ecting the overall slowdown in the cloud market. However, 
there is still a massive opportunity for growth in the cloud industry, with new use cases emerging 
and the complexity of architectures increasing. Arista benefits from this growth and collaborates 
closely with its customers and partners to drive innovation. The company focuses on developing 
high-quality software stacks and programming chips to ensure eWciency and competitiveness in 
the market. Building systems at higher speeds like X00-gig and 1.6T poses significant challenges 
due to the complexity and power requirements, but Arista is well-equipped to navigate these 
obstacles. The speaker believes that customers recognize the value of Arista's infrastructure and 
will continue to rely on their co-development eflorts and partnerships. The speaker also mentioned 
the campus opportunity, with a target of /750 million in revenue from campus by 2025. Arista's 
campus customers come from various verticals such as finance, retail, healthcare, manufacturing, 
and transportation.

The speaker discusses the potential for growth in the market and mentions a large TAM of at least 
/14-15 billion. They also address competition from NVIDIA in the Ethernet space, highlighting their 
own advantages in terms of portfolio, maturity, and hardware details. The speaker concludes by 
expressing gratitude for the opportunity to moderate the session.
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J, Presentation

AJ2J CEO Outlines Progress and Guture Strategies For Communications-Go-
cused Company
Sep 6, 2023 at 11:10 AM

AT$T CEO, Yohn Stankey, provided an update on the company's progress in becoming a com-
munications-focused company. He highlighted achievements in various areas such as net adds 
and cash generation, but acknowledged the need for improvement in the business segment. 
Stankey expressed confidence in AT$T's value proposition and mentioned successful strategies in 
distribution and targeting underpenetrated demographics. He expects improvement in phone net 
adds and believes investing in infrastructure justifies higher prices. Stankey views convergence 
as a product and network strategy that allows for better cost management and secure service 
delivery. AT$T plans to expand its fiber infrastructure through partnerships and aims to leverage 
partnerships with other infrastructure owners. Stankey believes that owning and operating assets 
in the fixed and mobile spaces will determine the industry's future standards. In terms of their Con-
sumer )ireline segment, Stankey acknowledged some deceleration in the pace of fiber build-out 
but stated that AT$T is still gaining market share. He discussed the positive impact of fiber on the 
wireless business and improving brand perception and customer satisfaction. Stankey mentioned 
the eWciency of their fiber networks and expects margins in the consumer business to continue 
improving as they scale and address legacy technologies. He addressed concerns raised by The 
)all Street Yournal about lead in portions of AT$T's older network, stating that the company takes 
such concerns seriously and has conducted independent testing that shows no public health 
crisis or risk. Regarding the Business )ireline segment, Stankey acknowledged challenges due 
to technological changes and competition from mobile innovations. However, he sees growth 
opportunities in wireless connectivity and new applications. AT$T is also working on improving its 
distribution strategy to better serve the mid and low-end market. Stankey mentioned the impor-
tance of cost transformation and capital intensity in driving long-term cash "ow. He highlighted 
the /6 billion of cost transformation already achieved and the additional /2 billion target. Stankey 
also emphasized the company's record investment in spectrum and capital infrastructure, which 
has allowed for the deployment of a significant amount of spectrum and the coverage of over 200 
million POPs with mid-band 5G spectrum by the end of the year. The speaker discusses how their 
company is improving its capital deployment and eWciency through various measures, such as 
investing in fiber development and utilizing AI to improve customer service. They also mention their 
commitment to improving credit quality and paying down debt, which will allow them to sustain 
their dividend. The CEO's goal is to build a sustainable franchise with recurring revenues, and they 
believe that investing in fiber infrastructure is the right long-term strategy, despite the short-term 
pain it may cause.
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JEAM, Presentation

Expanding in Agile DevOps, IJSM, and Work Management: Atlass-
ian's woals For the Lext Give Nears
Sep 7, 2023 at 12:30 PM

Anu, the President of Atlassian, discusses the company's goals for the next five years, including 
expanding in the agile DevOps, ITSM, and work management markets. They aim to serve more 
enterprise customers alongside SMBs and consolidate on the Atlassian platform. The introduction 
of AI will accelerate migrations to the cloud and drive upgrades to premium editions. Atlassian 
focuses on removing roadblocks for customers in areas such as scale, data management, and re-
liability. They want their AI capabilities to be available to as many people as possible and then figure 
out additional capabilities to monetize. The speaker believes that the entire software development 
process will see acceleration thanks to AI, and Atlassian wants to provide tools for the entire 
app development process. They diflerentiate themselves by building integrations with third-party 
products rather than expecting teams to use only one product. The speaker mentions that there 
will be a lot more software generated and more applications that previously wouldn't exist, which 
will benefit diflerent roles. The growth in Yira Service Management's cloud enterprise sales has 
been driven by their enterprise sales motion. The speaker is pleased with the increasing adoption 
of YSM in enterprises and expects this trend to continue. They believe that YSM's capabilities 
and value proposition make it appealing for non-technical teams as well. The company has seen 
growth in enterprise sales and has evolved its sales motion to serve this market while maintaining 
eWciency. The speaker also mentions the successful removal of technical and resource obstacles 
for customers migrating from server and data center editions to the cloud. Overall, they are 
satisfied with the progress and execution of their roadmap.

AVDQ, Presentation

Jitle: AvidQchange: Driving Yevenue wroTth through Innovative Payment Solu-
tions and Vertical Market Expansion
Sep 7, 2023 at 7:25 PM

AvidQchange is a software company specializing in payment solutions for middle-market com-
panies, particularly in the real estate industry. They focus on automating the accounts payable 
process and ofler a payment execution network called AvidPay. The company aims to achieve 
revenue growth through the adoption of electronic payments and conversion from paper checks. 
They utilize data-driven insights and AI capabilities to enhance their value proposition. AvidQ-
change is considering expanding their suite of services to include integrated T$E spend manage-
ment cards, purchase order tools, and marketplace services. They have confidence in their 20L 
revenue growth target based on industry trends and the shift towards electronic processes. The 
company sees a potential catalyst for increased adoption in the generational shift in CFOs and 
finance leaders. AvidQchange considers both organic growth and acquisitions as opportunities 
for capital allocation, with a focus on vertical market expansion. They have a track record of 
successfully acquiring a beachhead of customers in new vertical markets and using their payment 
network capabilities to monetize and create synergies quickly. They anticipate more acquisition 
opportunities in the near future.
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BIKK, Presentation

BillUcom Executives Discuss Pioneering AP Automation and B6B Payments, 
Spotlighting wroTth Potential and Strategic Partnerships
Sep 6, 2023 at 12:30 PM

Bill.com executives discuss their pioneering role in AP automation and B2B payments, empha-
sizing the importance of expanding capabilities to stay ahead. They highlight growth potential 
through integration into a unified platform and partnerships with financial institutions. They are 
excited about their expanded relationship with Bank of America and exclusive partnership with 
CPA.com. The company focuses on cash "ow management but has successfully driven digital pay-
ment adoption. They ofler various payment choices and plan to increase monetization rate. They 
see potential in their beta for invoice financing and view Intuit's competition as an opportunity. 
Previous partnership with Intuit had no significant financial impact. The company aims to balance 
business growth and expanding margins. They achieved progress in fiscal '23 and plan to continue 
balancing investments for growth and profitability in fiscal '24. Capital allocation priorities include 
building, partnering, and acquiring companies that enhance their core oflerings. Their goal is to 
solve financial operation pain points for businesses.

BKLD, Presentation

Blend Kabs Expands into Consumer Banking and Ginancial Sectors Tith Blend 
Builder PlatForm, Aims For wroTth and Operational Excellence
Sep 5, 2023 at 6:05 PM

Amir Yafari, Head of Finance and Administration at Blend Kabs, discussed the company's focus 
on simplifying and making banking accessible, particularly in the mortgage space. They plan to 
expand into consumer banking and other financial sectors using their platform, Blend Builder. The 
company aims to have its entire product suite on Builder to drive growth and recurring revenue. 
They have signed major lending partners and see opportunities to win new customers by providing 
an end-to-end solution. Blend also sees potential for growth in areas such as Title search and 
insurance. They mention competition from companies like CoreKogic and Encino but believe they 
focus on diflerent areas. Maintaining partnerships with third-party data providers is important 
for integration purposes. The speaker believes their margin structure is sustainable and plans to 
invest more to provide better experiences for customers, lower costs, and drive higher margins. 
They emphasize the importance of delivering on goals and maintaining focus and execution. The 
executive team is focused on operational excellence and transitioning to a platform company. 
They prioritize being customer-centric and have upcoming events for customers and investors. 
The speaker highlights the importance of messaging and discussing both operating income and 
free cash "ow.
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BHLw, Presentation

Booking qoldings CGO Outlines PerFormance, Guture Plans, and ShiFt in Go-
cus toTards Margin Optimifation and Expansion
Sep 6, 2023 at 4:05 PM

David Goulden, CFO of Booking Holdings, provided an update on the company's performance 
and future plans. He mentioned strong growth in room nights and average daily rates, as well 
as gaining market share in all major geographies. The company is investing in alternative accom-
modations and plans to appeal the European Commission's decision. Goulden also discussed the 
impact of generative AI on the travel industry and highlighted the company's loyalty program, 
Genius. He emphasized the importance of brand building and expanding marketing eflorts to grow 
the business. The company's focus has shifted from revenue growth to optimizing margins, with a 
goal to exceed pre-COVID growth rates. Margin improvement will come from an increase in direct 
mix and marketing eWciency, as well as leverage on fixed costs. However, the company does not 
expect to reach the high EBITDA margins it had in 2019 due to new businesses. The company 
prioritizes investing in the business before returning excess cash to shareholders through share 
repurchases. They plan to gradually move to a positive net leverage position and target a gross 
debt leverage ratio of 2.0. The company expects to return at least free cash "ow to shareholders 
over the next few years, with /19 billion authorized for repurchases. Goulden believes that travel 
demand will continue to grow, driven by consumer preference for services and experiences, as 
well as "exible work policies. The company's long-term goal is to build towards the connected trip, 
focusing on areas such as payments, app development, alternative verticals, merchandising, AI, 
and direct mix.

CCCS, Presentation

CCC Intelligent Solutions qighlights Data Strategy and AI Innovation at wold-
man Sachs Communacopia 2 Jechnology ConFerence
Sep 7, 2023 at 1:50 PM

CCC Intelligent Solutions discussed the importance of having a data strategy for an AI strategy 
at the Goldman Sachs Communacopia $ Technology Conference. They highlighted their large 
dataset and use of AI in solving complex problems in the insurance industry. CCC mentioned 
their development process for computer vision and AI technology, as well as their plans to expand 
product oflerings. They emphasized customer satisfaction and collaboration, and their goal of de-
livering value to clients. The company has seen strong margin improvements and aims to continue 
balancing innovation and margin progress. They expect growth to come from cross-selling and 
emerging products. International expansion is not currently a priority, but there are opportunities 
in other geographies and lines of business.

The speaker mentions that transitioning from auto insurance to property and casualty insurance 
is even larger in terms of size. They express appreciation for the conversation and thank Gabriela 
for her participation.
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CYLC, Presentation

Jitle: Cerence Expands AI-PoTered Voice Yecognition Jechnology to 6-Wheel-
ers and Jrucks, Jargets Yevenue wroTth through LeT Programs and OJA &p-
dates
Sep 6, 2023 at 1:10 PM

Cerence is a leading provider of AI-powered voice recognition and speech software technology 
in the automotive industry. They are expanding their oflerings to include 2-wheelers and trucks 
and aim to increase their price per unit by introducing new programs and leveraging OTA up-
dates. The company faces competition from tech giants like Google but has been able to secure 
recurring business and win back some big customers. They have limited upfront sales and fixed 
contracts to improve modeling capabilities. The company's market share may vary by geographic 
region, but China is an important market for them. They benefit from progress made in China and 
other regions. Cerence's technology is seeing increased exposure to electric vehicles &EVs8 and 
advanced driver assistance systems &ADAS8 and autonomous vehicles &AVs8. They ofler features 
like emergency vehicle detection using their Audio AI suite. The company has seen a growth of 
50L year-over-year in monthly active users and is focusing on generative AI and large language 
models. Christian Mentz, former GM at Amazon, has joined Cerence as the new Chief Revenue 
OWcer. The speaker mentions the potential impact of AI on the company's revenue per unit 
&PP%8 and highlights the high expectations for new applications. They acknowledge the increased 
OpEx due to AI development but state they will stay within their cost envelope. The delay in 
revenue is attributed to supply chain impacts and issues with OEM software houses. The company 
aims to achieve double-digit growth and over 30L EBITDA margins. Their focus is on creating a 
base functionality system to reduce customization requirements. They have signed deals in the 
2-wheeler and truck markets and see opportunities in adjacent transportation markets. They also 
plan to expand into non-automotive segments after the expiration of a restriction.

The company is focused on paving the way for a new opportunity in FU '24. They expect positive 
operating cash "ow this year and anticipate that it will continue to improve in fiscal years '24 
and '25. The transition from legacy revenue from Toyota, which had no cash associated with it, 
to collecting upfront cash for subscriptions in connected cars will contribute to this positive cash 
"ow progression.
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CqPJ, Presentation

Expanding Electric Vehicle Charging InFrastructure: Overcoming Chal-
lenges and Optimifing wroTth
Sep 7, 2023 at 4:45 PM

The speaker discusses the narrowing disparity between their AC and DC product lines and the 
development of new architecture for their DC line. They mention resolving most supply chain is-
sues and state that price increases during the pandemic were temporary. The CEO of ChargePoint 
emphasizes the need for more charging ports at EV charging sites and suggests implementing 
alternative rate structures. The speaker discusses the impact of the supply chain crisis on their 
inventory and mentions a small restructuring. They highlight the performance of their commercial 
"eet and residential markets and the in"uence of macroeconomic factors on discretionary charg-
ing infrastructure. The speaker states that their charging infrastructure aligns with demand on 
three days a week, but some customers are experiencing high utilization and are unable to access 
chargers. They mention Tesla opening up its network and discuss the lack of a standardized con-
nector for EV charging stations. The speaker believes that dynamic charging and utility integration 
can help manage charging times and mentions government programs like NEVI and the IRA. 
They emphasize the need for utilities to invest in technology and create programs to fully utilize 
the potential of widespread EV ownership. The speaker concludes that the need for fast charge 
infrastructure is limited to long-haul driving, which utilities can handle. The speaker is discussing 
the need for more electric vehicle charging infrastructure, particularly in rural areas. They mention 
that while grant programs can help, they should not be relied upon solely to expand the market. 
The speaker also mentions their involvement in the national infrastructure advisory council and 
their work on information security for critical infrastructure. They believe that tighter security 
requirements are needed across federal agencies and other critical infrastructure sectors. The 
speaker agrees that major permitting reform is needed to speed up charging site development 
and mentions their own permitting woes. They explain that general permit streamlining and utility 
interconnect streamlining are necessary for eWcient development. )hen asked about changes 
to the Investment Tax Credit &ITC8, the speaker suggests creating a simpler way to sell tax equity 
without complicated structures. In terms of achieving EBITDA positivity, the speaker explains that 
revenue growth, margin trajectory, and managing expenses are key factors. They believe in the 
company's growth trajectory and the potential to reach their target by the fourth quarter of 2024.

The company has eflectively managed operating expenses in the past and expects to continue 
doing so in the future. The composition of inventory needed for revenue growth may vary, but the 
company believes it can support an incrementally larger inventory line. They also have an undrawn 
line of credit and a healthy cash position, which gives them "exibility. The profitability of DC fast 
charging will depend on various factors, but the company is focused on improving it over time.
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CqJY, Presentation

Charter Communications' Strategic Plan For Guture wroTth: Expanding Let-
Torks, Yetaining Customers, and Emphasifing qigh-%uality Service
Sep 7, 2023 at 12:30 PM

Charter Communications' President and CEO, Chris )infrey, discussed the company's strategic 
plan for future growth. He addressed the issue with Spectrum customers not being able to watch 
ESPN channels and proposed selling sports content through reseller virtual and VPD relationships. 
)infrey sees convergence as a product and network strategy and plans to deploy Spectrum in 
CBRS for additional o!oad. Charter is expanding its network into rural communities and has 
been successful in oflering compelling products previously unavailable in these markets. The 
company's strategy focuses on increasing penetration, oflering competitive prices, and providing 
high value to customers. They also see opportunities for ARP% growth by providing more value 
through tiering and additional services. Charter has experienced strong growth in its mobile busi-
ness and believes that their approach of oflering value for service sets them apart from national 
carriers. They are confident in their ability to retain customers as promotional periods end and 
believe that their pricing and product oflerings will continue to attract a larger market share. The 
speaker believes they have a lot of potential for growth in their existing plan due to the value they 
provide to customers. They feel they are under-penetrated in both mobile and converged products 
and believe their strategy of focusing on service quality and competitive pricing is a winning 
formula. They express confidence in retaining wireless customers and discuss their participation 
in the aflordable connectivity program, stating that they believe it should be refunded but have 
alternative options to preserve customer relationships if it doesn't. Overall, they emphasize the 
importance of providing high-quality service. In terms of the commercial segment, Charter is 
seeing growth in both the enterprise and SMB spaces. They are doing well in the enterprise 
space, which is all fiber, and are under-penetrated in the SMB space. They believe that short-term 
headwinds related to fixed wireless access are impacting SMB growth, but expect it to pick up as 
capacity and bandwidth needs increase. Despite the slowdown in broadband subscriber growth 
and a challenging macro environment, Charter has continued to grow its EBITDA. They attribute 
this to higher penetration and earning rates, as well as cost reductions through digitization of their 
service and network evolution. They anticipate seeing more operating leverage in the future as 
they improve eWciency and reduce costs.

The speaker believes that structural changes are necessary in the video business and they are 
working towards reaching agreements. They feel that Charter has all the tools needed to succeed 
and the team is executing well. They mention potential inorganic opportunities for growth, but 
note that the remaining cable companies of size are family-controlled. However, they believe 
that Charter would make a great partner when those companies are ready. From a regulatory 
standpoint, Charter's consumer-friendly operating strategy could be advantageous. The speaker 
concludes by expressing their commitment to providing high-quality products, saving customers 
money, and benefiting the communities they serve.
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CSCO, Presentation

Jhe Guture oF LetTorking Jechnology: Jrends, wroTth, and Innovation in Cis-
co's Strategy
Sep 6, 2023 at 2:30 PM

Scott Herren, EVP and CFO of Cisco, discussed the major trends shaping networking technology 
demand, including hybrid work, AI, and security. He highlighted Cisco's growth in enterprise 
and commercial markets and their focus on networking, security, and collaboration for hybrid 
work. Herren emphasized the opportunity in AI use cases and the growing need for security. He 
addressed Cisco's business model transformation and the financial implications of investing in 
network as-a-service oflerings. The conversation also touched on web scale, AI, and cloud, where 
Cisco has found success. They discussed the company's strategy of meeting customer needs by 
oflering bespoke products or selling chipsets, software, or complete systems. They highlighted 
their position in the AI infrastructure space and opportunities in hyperscalers and enterprises. 
The discussion covered the 400G upgrade cycle and how Cisco is well-positioned due to its 
growth in that area and the industry shift towards higher speeds and open-source architectures. 
Herren mentioned changing order patterns among web scale companies and the positive eflects 
of Cisco's security strategy, which focuses on use cases rather than individual products. He 
expressed confidence in Cisco's modest growth outlook for fiscal year '24, driven by recurring 
revenue and strong demand in AI, security, collaboration, and networking. However, he noted 
that the macroeconomic environment remains uncertain. The speaker believes the economy is 
heading towards a soft landing and will avoid a recession. They discussed backlog levels reducing 
due to supply chain shortages and extended lead times, which Cisco addressed by identifying 
problem components, finding alternatives, and implementing advanced purchase agreements. As 
lead times normalize and backlog is cleared, they expect a return to normalized order patterns 
by mid-year. The speaker discussed the impact of macroeconomic factors on demand in the 
enterprise and commercial customer segments. They mentioned that smaller customers have 
shown diverging trends compared to larger customers, but overall, sequential and year-over-year 
orders have improved significantly. In terms of geographic trends, the Americas and Europe have 
seen positive order trends, while APY has been a bit tougher. The recovery usually starts in the 
Americas and then spreads to EMEA and APY. In terms of gross margins, the company expects 
them to be around 65L to 66L for the upcoming fiscal year. They implemented price actions to 
oflset increased component costs and freight expenses, and the benefits of these actions will be 
seen as the backlog clears. )ith OpEx growth, the speaker mentioned the reset of variable comp 
plans and a bigger merit increase as drivers of growth in fiscal '23. Kooking forward, they expect 
mid-single digit annual growth rate in OpEx.

Scott discussed Cisco's capital allocation priorities, including supporting business growth, main-
taining the dividend, oflsetting dilution, and returning excess cash to shareholders. The company 
aims to show operating leverage and increase buybacks while simplifying reporting. Innovation 
is crucial for Cisco's vision, with a focus on recurring revenue and investment in organic and 
inorganic growth. They are well positioned in AI and are taking steps to accelerate in that space.
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CKVJ, Presentation

Clarivate CGO Outlines wroTth Strategy: Jargeting 05 Organic Yevenue wroTth 
by 6fl64, Investments in Innovation and AI, Potential M2A Opportunities
Sep 7, 2023 at 4:45 PM

Yonathan Collins, CFO of Clarivate, discussed the company's target of achieving 6L organic 
revenue growth by 2025. They have made investments in underperforming areas and have 
seen progress in their Academic $ Government segment. In Kife Sciences, they are focusing on 
improving commercialization through an analytics platform, and in Intellectual Property, they 
are investing in the user interface of their patent intelligence product. Collins is confident in 
achieving their growth targets despite macro factors aflecting the Kife Sciences and IP segments. 
The company is also leaning into generative AI initiatives and investing in product innovation, 
particularly in AI. They believe their proprietary data, analytical transparency, and accuracy will 
help them remain competitive. Clarivate is seeing early benefits and potential to free up resources. 
The focus in the next couple of years will be on investing in innovation and driving organic growth. 
They plan to spend /100-150 million on product innovation, with a focus on Real-)orld Data, 
the new Derwent experience, and AI across various products. They aim to achieve 43.3L EBITDA 
margins by 2025, with incremental expansion each year and investment in innovation. Top line 
growth is the primary focus for driving growth in the mid-single-digit range. Regarding capital 
allocation, Clarivate plans to use its cash "ow for deleveraging but will also adopt a more balanced 
approach, including stock buybacks. They have already bought back /100 million of stock and will 
continue to balance debt paydown and buybacks in the future. They may also use some cash "ow 
for smaller M$A opportunities to enhance their Real-)orld Data platform and Derwent. The focus 
of potential acquisitions would be technology players that can accelerate the development of their 
platforms.
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CWAL, Presentation

ClearTater Analytics' CGO Discusses Jransition to Multiproduct Compa-
ny and Kong-term wroTth Strategy
Sep 5, 2023 at 1:50 PM

Yim Cox, CFO of Clearwater Analytics, discussed the company's transition to a multiproduct 
company and its long-term strategy at the Goldman Sachs Communacopia and Technology Con-
ference. Clearwater expanded into multiple products due to high client satisfaction and retention 
rates, focusing on developing a contractual framework and defining discrete products. Cox men-
tioned KPQ as one of the new products they are working on and discussed the potential for oflering 
insurance products on their platform. The company has seen strong demand and bookings, 
with multiple growth vectors including international expansion and client acquisition. They have 
not experienced any impact on their business from sales cycles or close rates. The demand for 
investment accounting remains steady, with accelerated growth in the %S and promising results 
in Europe and Asia. Clearwater organizes its sales teams based on size and go-to-market, allowing 
salespeople to have time in the market and understand client contracts. The shift to a base 
plus commercial pricing model has been successful, resulting in increased revenue. The speaker 
emphasized the importance of durability, reliability, and consistency for clients and investors. 
Clearwater aims to execute on its multiproduct program and improve its Net Revenue Retention 
rate. The company's long-term growth rate could potentially exceed 25L or 30L.

The company has invested heavily in expanding internationally and has seen a significant increase 
in R$D spending. )ith the successful launch of Aviva, the company now has the necessary 
infrastructure in place for European operations. This will free up capacity for further development. 
The company has hired a Chief Product OWcer to ensure they are building the right products 
and challenging themselves. Despite these investments, the company expects to see margin 
expansion due to the network eflect and the eWciency of their single instance multi-tenant 
solution. R$D spending will continue to grow, but not as quickly as revenue growth, allowing for 
resource redeployment.

LEJ, Presentation

Cloud(are CGO Jhomas SeiFert discusses Y2D priorities, go-to-market evolu-
tion, and monetifing data in summary
Sep 6, 2023 at 4:05 PM

Cloud"are CFO Thomas Seifert discussed the company's R$D priorities, including AI and work"ow 
automation, as well as the importance of go-to-market evolution and monetizing data. The acqui-
sition of Area has helped with threat analytics and growth in the enterprise tech market. Cloud"are 
is working on bundling and pricing its products and improving expansion metrics. The demand 
environment is stable overall, with strength in certain regions. Act 3, focused on AI workloads and 
storage at the edge, is expected to benefit Cloud"are's products. The company prioritizes deliv-
ering value before monetization and plans to launch new products and enhance existing ones. 
They emphasize the importance of adoption and engagement before monetization, learning from 
use cases to determine network and capacity investments. Cloud"are has experience running 
inference models at the edge and aims to avoid overinvestment.
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COIL, Presentation

Coinbase: Keading the Way in International Expansion and Yegulatory Clari-
ty For the Crypto Industry
Sep 7, 2023 at 3:25 PM

Coinbase is focused on international expansion in countries with regulatory clarity and aims to 
be the most trusted platform in the crypto industry. They have reduced operating expenses by 
50L and follow a resource allocation framework for investments. Coinbase believes in building 
the industry thoughtfully and compliantly and highlights the importance of regulatory clarity and 
scalability of blockchains. They mention an increase in institutional users and partnerships with 
top institutions. The company sees potential catalysts for improvement in activity levels, including 
regulatory clarity, scalability of blockchains, and simpler user interfaces. They believe that each 
peak and trough in the crypto market has been higher than the previous one and mention trends 
driving adoption and creating new use cases for cryptocurrencies. Coinbase recently launched 
Base, a Kayer 2 solution that helps scale blockchain transactions. They aim to incentivize devel-
opment and scale its usage on Base. Coinbase Prime, the institutional oflering, is experiencing 
growth, but large-scale capital deployment from institutions is waiting for regulatory clarity. 
Coinbase has received regulatory approval for a futures clearing merchant license, allowing them 
to directly deal with retail and crypto derivatives markets. They are investing in the derivatives 
opportunity both in the %S and globally. Coinbase also has a long-standing partnership with Circle 
for stablecoins, and they recently signed a new agreement to drive %.S. dollar-backed stablecoin 
payments. They believe stablecoins are important for settling contracts and making payments in 
the crypto industry. The speaker believes that cryptocurrencies like %SDC can improve the global 
financial infrastructure by providing a low-friction alternative to traditional banking systems. They 
mention that stablecoins like %SDC can be used for various purposes, such as international money 
transfers and venture investments. The speaker also notes that recent court rulings, including 
the Ripple case, have provided clarity on the classification of crypto assets as securities. They 
express optimism about their own ongoing battle with the SEC and believe they have a good 
chance of winning. Coinbase is working to bring the crypto industry together from an advocacy 
point of view and encourages the community to unite and make their voices heard in democracy. 
They also recently put out a request for builders to submit ideas for crypto companies, and they 
are excited about the potential of decentralized reputation, "atcoins, crypto games, and other 
innovative concepts in the industry.
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CMCSA, Presentation

woldman Sachs' Yelationships and Charter-Disney Dispute: Com-
cast's wroTth, qulu Stake, and Content Strategy
Sep 6, 2023 at 10:30 AM

The unidentified speaker discusses important disclosures about Goldman Sachs' relationships 
with companies and then shifts the conversation to the programming dispute between Charter 
and Disney. They emphasize their company's preparedness for the changing video ecosystem 
and stress the importance of considering consumer preferences. The speaker then talks about 
changes at Comcast, highlighting the growth of certain businesses like broadband. Comcast 
CEO Brian Roberts discusses the company's growth areas and expresses optimism about the 
future. The speaker asks about convergence as a product and network strategy, to which Roberts 
responds that it is both. The speaker asks about Comcast's stake in Hulu and potential alternatives 
if they sell it to Disney. Roberts reveals that they have signed a modification to their agreement and 
believes they will end up selling their stake. The speaker discusses the value of the Hulu bundle 
and mentions that both companies want to resolve the issue. They state that the timeline for 
resolution is not known but expects it to take some time. They also mention their plan to return the 
proceeds to shareholders through a buyback program. The speaker then talks about Comcast's 
studios business and their strategy for content investments, including Peacock. They highlight 
the reach of their content and the value of Peacock for consumers.

The speaker believes that the cable bundle, including NBC%niversal, provides great value. They 
emphasize the importance of content creation and having a team that can continually reinvent 
themselves. The company also distributes content through various platforms such as Peacock, 
Net"ix, Amazon, and HBO. The parks business has been a strong and surprising success, with in-
vestments in attractions like Harry Potter and Nintendo. The speaker is confident in the investment 
in Epic %niverse and believes it will augment growth in the future. The speaker ends by thanking 
the audience and expressing hope to return in the future.

CYSY, Presentation

Corsair waming Jhrives in the Competitive PC Component and waming Peripher-
al Market, Anticipates Continued wroTth
Sep 6, 2023 at 10:30 AM

Corsair Gaming focuses on components for building PCs and gaming peripherals. The compa-
ny has experienced growth due to the increasing popularity of interactive entertainment and 
streaming media. Corsair targets the niche market of gamers and PC enthusiasts, with a significant 
Total Addressable Market &TAM8 for gaming PCs. The company dominates in the component space 
and faces competition from companies like Kogitech and Razer in the peripheral space. Corsair's 
strong brand reputation and partnerships give it an advantage. The pandemic accelerated gaming 
penetration and refresh cycles, leading to increased demand for peripherals. The speaker expects 
continued growth in the future, driven by new gamers, the upcoming refresh cycle, and the release 
of highly anticipated games. They believe that while economic factors like in"ation and rising 
interest rates may impact consumer spending, gaming is generally considered recession-proof. 
The speaker remains positive about the growth prospects for Corsair.

The direct connection with customers is important for marketing purposes and feedback, which 
is lacking on Amazon. Corsair's setup allows for direct-to-consumer interaction, which is valuable. 
They can also help smaller companies that struggle to get meetings with big retailers like Best Buy 
or Amazon. In terms of priorities, Corsair will allocate capital towards M$A and paying down debt, 
as they are cash "ow positive and profitable. They believe small M$A opportunities are easier to 
succeed in and can be comfortably funded by cash "ow.
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CYCJ, Presentation

woldman Sachs qosts Gireside Chat Tith Cricut: Exploring AI-PoTered Creativ-
ity PlatForm and wroTth Potential
Sep 5, 2023 at 1:10 PM

Goldman Sachs hosted a fireside chat with the Cricut team, discussing their creativity platform 
and incorporation of AI. The company is investing in machine learning and predictive AI and 
recently launched the Cricut Venture cutting machine. They are experiencing some aflordability 
concerns but remain optimistic about the business and see potential partnerships with e-com-
merce and social media platforms. Machine sales have seen a recovery while accessories and 
materials have declined. The company expects the second half of the year to be better than the 
first half. Their long-term goal is to achieve operating margins of 15L to 19L and they are focused 
on making strategic investments while managing profitability. They don't see themselves as a 
dividend company but rather focus on generating cash to fund organic growth, R$D, potential 
acquisitions, and eWciently returning capital to shareholders. They have a buyback program in 
place and have paid special dividends this year to rightsize their balance sheet. The speaker 
discusses the unique features of the design space app, such as personalized cards and designs. 
They also mention the underappreciated strength of the platform and its potential for growth. 
The audience asks about the split between hobbyists and professionals using the app, and the 
speaker explains that around 26L of users sell their creations. They also discuss the large market 
opportunity, both domestically and internationally, and their focus on expanding their user base.

The speaker discusses the importance of approachability and ease of use in their platform. They 
aim to use personalization and AI technologies to help users discover new things and inspire 
creativity. The speaker mentions that they compete with other aspects of life and want to make 
it easy for users to discover and create. They also express excitement about the global reach of 
their platform and upcoming innovations. The conversation concludes with gratitude towards the 
Cricut team.
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CCI, Presentation

Ray BroTn, CEO oF CroTn Castle, Outlines Vision For Guture Wireless Let-
Torks and 4w wroTth
Sep 6, 2023 at 2:30 PM

Yay Brown, President and CEO of Crown Castle, discussed the company's vision for future wireless 
networks at a conference. He emphasized the importance of owning various types of infrastruc-
ture, such as towers, small cells, and fiber, to meet customer needs and position the company well 
for the future of 5G. Brown expects a more normalized level of growth in the domestic leasing 
environment after an initial surge during the deployment of 5G. Despite trimming their outlook for 
leasing activity in 2023, he believes that the tower business will continue to experience organic 
growth of around 5L. Brown sees 5G as a platform for innovation that will create numerous indus-
trial applications, leading to increased demand for towers and small cells. The presence of a strong 
fourth facilities-based operator, such as DISH, is important for Crown Castle's long-term business 
plan. Crown Castle plans to deploy 10,000 small cell nodes this year, with acceleration expected 
in the following years based on their backlog. )hile some investors believe that densification will 
initially happen on macro sites, Brown believes that there will be a need for small cell densification 
in the future. The backlog of small cell deployments is driven by the need for increased capacity in 
the network, especially in dense urban and suburban areas with high data traWc per user. Crown 
Castle currently wins about 50L of small cell RFPs and focuses investments on areas where future 
co-location is likely. The speaker believes that as long as there is no other large-scale competitor 
in the space, the carriers will continue to maintain and build fiber infrastructure. Other operators 
with fiber assets may not have entered the small cell market because it would require additional 
investment. The speaker discussed their investments in the Orlando market, which has proven to 
be successful with returns of over 20L. They believe that over time, the yields on small cell assets 
will increase, similar to what has been seen with tower investments. The fiber solutions business 
is currently "at due to the Sprint consolidation, but the speaker expects growth to return to its 
historical rate of 3L over time. The company has implemented a restructuring plan in its services 
business, which included reducing staWng and shutting down a non-profitable division. If the 
small cell demand were to start to ramp within that period of time, Crown Castle would manage 
the balance sheet at around 5x leverage and use debt to fund the capital needs. If there was a 
need to issue equity, they would be open to do so if the returns of those opportunities exceeded 
their cost of capital.
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DDOw, Presentation

Datadog CGO Outlines Company's woals For Lext )-4 Nears, Emphasifes Prod-
uct Innovation and Distribution Expansion
Sep 6, 2023 at 1:10 PM

David Obstler, CFO of Datadog, discussed the company's goals for the next 4 to 5 years at a 
conference. The company aims to provide a platform widely used by DevOps professionals for 
real-time application monitoring and problem-solving. They plan to incorporate security features, 
early application examination, and the use of AI and large language models. Obstler highlighted 
the KM observability product and the Bits AI chatbot as key developments that will enhance 
the platform's capabilities. Pricing and packaging for these features are still being determined, 
but volume-based pricing is likely for KKM monitoring. The company is also considering how 
to price the core monitoring product attractively to ensure further adoption. They have been 
working on innovation to provide faster investigations for clients, and they plan to separate 
pricing and indexing in order to ofler more aflordable options. The new pricing structure for 
logging has received positive feedback from customers, and it allows for more use cases and 
eWciency within the core monitoring program. The speaker mentioned that the introduction of 
new features and optimizations in their observability product will solve both the eWciency and 
use case expansion needs of clients. They shared positive feedback from a customer who was 
impressed with the demo of the logging product, highlighting its speed and capabilities. The 
speaker also discussed consumption trends, mentioning signs of stabilization and optimization 
among their most eflective customers. The speaker at Goldman Sachs discussed the company's 
strong pipelines and confidence in the long-term growth of IT budgets. They also mentioned that 
they have been cautious with hiring but have continued to invest in sales, R$D, and marketing. 
The question from a client asked about the company's margin expansion and how high it can go 
without compromising top-line growth. The CFO stated that they are a product-led company and 
continue to invest rapidly in R$D, but also prioritize scalability in their model. They acknowledge 
that consumption can limit predictability of margins and that they plan for lower consumption 
rates. They strive to control margins and manage investments but recognize the limitations on 
correlating investments to consumption. The CFO also discussed leveraging channel partners, 
including hyperscalers, resellers, and systems integrators, to expand distribution and increase 
sales leverage. They mentioned that they are working on leveraging systems integrators more 
eflectively. In terms of cash usage, the CFO stated that cash has a higher return than before and 
that they consider M$A and tuck-in acquisitions based on the company's goals.

The speaker discusses the importance of cash as a means of "exibility and the need to invest it 
wisely. They explain that their main goal in acquisitions is to enhance their product pipeline and 
hire R$D teams, but they are open to larger acquisitions if they align with their technology needs. 
They also mention considering capital management and return of capital to shareholders in the 
future. Overall, they feel fortunate to have the financial "exibility to pursue various opportunities.
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DOCL, Presentation

Lavigating Keadership Jransition, AI Investment, and Strategic Options: Digi-
talOcean's Gocus on Simplicity and wroTth
Sep 7, 2023 at 11:10 AM

Uancey Spruill, CEO of DigitalOcean, discussed the company's leadership transition and its focus 
on simplicity for customers. He mentioned the investment in AI platform Paperspace and its 
potential contribution to growth. Spruill emphasized the balance between growth and profitability 
and the company's ability to invest in new products while maintaining strong cash "ow margins. 
The speaker also discussed the strategic options for DigitalOcean, considering its future as a 
stand-alone entity or a partnershipZmerger with another technology provider. They expressed 
cautious optimism based on customer feedback and their ability to adapt to changing dynamics. 
The speaker acknowledged the challenges and opportunities ahead and expressed confidence in 
the company's ability to navigate them.

DV, Presentation

Jitle: DoubleVeriFy's wroTth Strategy and Gocus on Prebid Jools, AI, and Part-
nerships Jargeting Smaller Businesses in Yetail Media LetTorks
Sep 7, 2023 at 11:10 AM

DoubleVerify is a software platform that targets smaller businesses through retail media networks. 
They focus on growth through partnerships, acquisitions, and upselling to existing advertisers. 
The company values "exibility and aims to be present wherever advertisers spend. They focus on 
social and short-form video and anticipate a major impact on digital ad spend during the upcoming 
political campaign season. DoubleVerify has focused on improving performance through prebid 
tools that filter out bad impressions and enable advertisers to avoid unsafe environments. They 
see both negative and positive trends in the industry, such as increased proliferation of incendiary 
content and the use of AI in generating advertising content. The deprecation of cookies and 
individual tracking data is seen as a positive trend for the company. They have other levers 
for growth, such as global expansion, new products, and new sectors to cover. They recently 
acquired Scibids, which aligns with their broader AI strategy. Over 50L of their revenue comes 
from prebid filtering, which led to the development of Scibids. AI is driving change both externally 
and internally for the company, helping them make faster classification decisions and expand into 
new languages and platforms. Their advertiser base mainly consists of large brand advertisers, but 
they are looking to cater to smaller-sized advertisers as they expand globally. They have a diverse 
range of industries represented in their client base, with CPG and auto performing well.
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EA, Presentation

AndreT Wilson, CEO oF Electronic Arts fiEA3, Explores wroTth and Disruption in 
the waming Industry, Emphasifes Community Engagement and Expansion Be-
yond waming
Sep 6, 2023 at 1:50 PM

Andrew )ilson, CEO of Electronic Arts &EA8, discusses the growth and disruption in the gaming 
industry. He emphasizes the importance of gaming for younger generations and aims to position 
EA as a platform that oflers storytelling and community engagement beyond gaming. )ilson 
compares this approach to Disney's strategy of building experiences around core IP. He highlights 
the evolving concept of play, including online multiplayer and user-generated content. )ilson 
emphasizes the value of building a large network of players and fostering connections within the 
gaming community. He also discusses organizational changes made by EA to enhance speed and 
decision-making. The focus is on creating interesting content that drives engagement. )ilson 
believes that the traditional focus on new game launches is less important now. He discusses the 
name change to FC and how it allows them to expand their oflerings and partnerships both within 
and beyond the game. )ilson highlights the growth and potential of the football business, par-
ticularly in North America. He mentions the power of the NFK and College Football and the ability 
to create a global community around them. )ilson also talks about the opportunities for growth 
in the gaming industry, including existing live services, new product oflerings, and community 
engagement. He discusses the relaunch of FC and the positive response from partners and fans. 
)ilson emphasizes the significant changes made to the product and the excitement surrounding 
its upcoming launch. The marketing team is highly motivated and has put a lot of eflort into their 
strategies. However, the speaker acknowledges that they may have spent more on marketing 
than necessary. They emphasize the importance of consumer engagement in their mobile and 
online games. The speaker also highlights the success and engagement of their FIFA 23 game, 
which has surpassed previous versions in sales and playtime. The company's partners and core 
community have shown support, and the development teams have created the best interactive 
football experience to date. The marketing team is enthusiastic about the re-branding eflorts, and 
the company plans to spend more than needed. Overall, the speaker expresses confidence in the 
company's current trends and transition. The speaker believes that humans have always been 
fascinated with competition, and now that fascination is often expressed through video games. 
The company has made some acquisitions in recent years, such as Respawn and mobile game 
companies, to strengthen its position in the gaming industry. )hile the mobile platform has its 
challenges, the speaker believes that with great IP and teams, it can be a valuable platform. The 
speaker acknowledges that not all acquisitions have worked out as well as hoped, but overall, 
they are confident in the long-term benefits of these acquisitions, including the expansion of 
their lifestyle community and the value gained from analytics and ad monetization capabilities. 
They believe that the future of gaming lies in building games and experiences that entertain 
massive global online communities, particularly in connected ecosystems around core IP. They 
also emphasize the importance of advancing the craft of storytelling in the industry.

The speaker believes that the last decade has been focused on how to integrate new characters 
and stories into existing universes, citing the success of the Arkham series with Batman. However, 
they believe the next evolution is creating their own characters and stories within these worlds. 
They also mention their plans to invest in harnessing the power of their community beyond 
gaming, particularly in the realm of sports. They want to own digital sports fandom and have 
already seen success with bringing highlight content from leagues like Ka Kiga and the Premier 
Keague to their platform. They see this as a great opportunity while others struggle with their 
sports business.
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ESMJ, Presentation

EngageSmart: Yevolutionifing Electronic Bill Presentment and Payment Solu-
tions Tith Strategic AcXuisitions and Market Expansion
Sep 6, 2023 at 1:50 PM

EngageSmart, formerly known as InvoiceCloud, is a company that oflers electronic bill present-
ment and payment solutions. They focus on simplifying customer engagement and have expand-
ed through acquisitions. EngageSmart aims to provide paperless billing and auto pay, and they 
rely on alliances and endorsements from partners for customer acquisition. They are investing in 
go-to-market strategies, particularly in the insurance and utilities sectors, and plan to target the 
consumer finance and wellness markets. They recently acquired Kuminello to expand their ofler-
ings in the mental health space. EngageSmart has a variety of pricing options and is considering 
optimizing pricing for their InvoiceCloud platform. They prioritize strategic acquisitions and have 
a strong balance sheet. They recently divested their healthcare business and are actively seeking 
more acquisitions.

E%IQ, Presentation

Driving Simplicity, E.ciency, and Sustainability: EXuinix's Hey Initia-
tives For Data Center Services
Sep 6, 2023 at 7:25 PM

Yon Kin, EVP and GM of Data Center Services at Equinix, discussed the company's key initia-
tives at a conference. These include driving simplicity and eWciency for customers, scaling the 
xScale portfolio, and focusing on sustainability. Equinix recognizes the potential of AI and aims 
to eWciently integrate diflerent data points for good AI. They see generative AI as a fit for their 
xScale portfolio, while smaller AI deployments fit into their retail side. Equinix's facilities can 
handle high-intensity workloads for AI training. They also mentioned the importance of power 
and expanding into neighboring countries due to constraints in some markets. Equinix focuses 
on providing value to customers rather than a cost-plus approach for pricing. They are investing 
in emerging market trends and technologies, such as AI and 5G, and exploring opportunities in 
connected vehicles and the automotive industry. Equinix is expanding globally into markets like 
Nigeria and India while maintaining consistent service quality. They also utilize M$A to enter new 
markets and leverage experienced teams. Customer demand is materializing in these markets as 
Equinix brings its model.

The speaker emphasizes the importance of carefully entering and exiting markets, as it is a painful 
process for them. They want to ensure they make the right decisions before committing and once 
they do, they go in with full force. The conversation ends on a positive note.
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EJSN, Presentation

Etsy's CGO qighlights Market Positioning, wroTth Opportunities, and AI Inte-
gration at ConFerence
Sep 6, 2023 at 2:30 PM

Etsy's CFO, Rachel Glaser, discussed the company's market positioning and growth opportunities 
during a conference. She highlighted Etsy's unique oflerings and the potential for market expan-
sion. Despite challenges in consumer spending, Etsy has seen positive growth. Glaser also talked 
about international growth and competition, seeing it as an opportunity. She provided guidance 
for +3 and emphasized active buyer growth and improving user experience. The company is using 
AI to enhance search results. Glaser discussed take rates and value for sellers. She addressed 
margins and the balance between profitability and investments. Etsy's standalone margin has 
exceeded its goal. The company is considering ATK marketing and focuses on becoming leaders 
in two-sided marketplaces through its House of Brands strategy. Elo7 was sold while investments 
continue in Reverb and Depop, which have shown strong growth.

EVwO, Presentation

EVgo: Keading the Charge in Expanding Electric Vehicle Charging Solutions
Sep 5, 2023 at 2:30 PM

EVgo is a leading provider of fast charging solutions for electric vehicle owners in the %S. They 
strategically place their chargers based on factors such as EV market size, housing density, and 
rideshare demand. The company aims for double-digit returns by analyzing various factors like 
CapEx, electricity costs, operations, and maintenance. They have seen high utilization rates on 
many of their stations and ofler an extended business line where customers can own the chargers 
themselves. EVgo has partnered with Pilot Flying Y to install EV charging stations at truck stops, 
expanding into previously unviable locations. They also ofler software services and have a strong 
membership base and rewards program. EVgo is well-positioned to benefit from government 
funding programs like NEVI and IRA, which will help expand their geographic footprint and save on 
CapEx. However, the process of receiving grants and signing contracts can be slow, with actual 
construction and electron "ow expected in the summer. The speaker believes that there is room 
for multiple players in the electric vehicle charging market, including Tesla and EVgo. They aim to 
prioritize the customer experience and expand their network while reducing costs. The speaker 
discusses how working closely with utilities has helped in moving projects forward. The rate of 
growth could be accelerated if there were more capital available.
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EQPE, Presentation

Expedia CEO Outlines Gocus on Innovation, wroTth, and Margin Expan-
sion in Pursuit oF Jravel Industry Dominance
Sep 7, 2023 at 5:25 PM

Expedia CEO Peter (ern discussed the company's focus on new products and innovation, with 
goals of increasing conversion rates, reducing customer churn, improving product stickiness, and 
driving more traWc. He highlighted stable hotel and rental car prices despite in"ation concerns 
and expects growth in the vacation rental market. Expedia plans to invest in demand and supply 
growth for alternative accommodations, as well as in other sectors like VR, hotels, air, activities, 
and cars. (ern emphasized Expedia's strength in the B2B market, its use of AI and machine 
learning for personalization and eWciency improvements, and its exploration of AI technologies 
like ChatGPT. The company aims to enhance the travel and shopping experience through features 
like comparison shopping and collaborative planning. In terms of marketing, Expedia is focused 
on improving brand awareness, increasing direct traWc, and maximizing ROI. (ern believes that a 
great product, combined with a great rewards program and great service, is key to achieving their 
goals. The speaker acknowledged early learnings from the implementation of One (ey, such as 
increased cross-shopping and consolidation of user identities, but did not believe these learnings 
were determinative at this stage. The company aims to strike a balance between growth and 
margins, positioning themselves as a Rule of 40 company. They believe they have opportunities 
for both growth and margin expansion, with diflerent segments contributing diflerently to this 
goal. The company expects their expense base to be "at or decrease over time while accelerating 
growth.

The speaker mentions that they may expand into new areas in the future, but for now, they are 
focused on growing their current business. They believe that their stock is undervalued and will 
continue to buy it as long as people want to sell. Their main priorities for the next year include 
deploying their technology, releasing more features, and improving the consumer experience. 
They expect this to result in growth and margin expansion. They are confident in their B2B 
business and hope to regain ground in quieter markets. They thank the audience for attending 
the conference.
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GKEQ, Presentation

Glex CEO Discusses Priorities in Automotive, YeneTable Ener-
gy, and Lext-wen Mobility Initiatives
Sep 6, 2023 at 11:10 AM

Flex CEO, Revathi Advaithi, discusses the company's priorities, which include focusing on auto-
motive and industrial sectors, renewable energy and electric vehicle initiatives. Advaithi highlights 
the growth in both electric vehicles and traditional internal combustion engines in the automotive 
sector. Flex aims to increase its focus on EV and next-gen mobility spaces. The company expects 
the cost of next-gen mobility to be over /1,000 per vehicle. They also discuss the growth of renew-
ables, the impact of interest rates on residential investments in renewables, and the performance 
of their cloud business. Flex has reported weakness in consumer and enterprise end markets 
but expects revenue trends to stabilize. Advaithi mentions the shift towards regionalized supply 
chains and the need for supply chain resiliency. Flex has seen significant growth in North America, 
Mexico, Malaysia, and Europe due to customers wanting a closer supply chain footprint. The 
speaker believes that companies like Flex will benefit from the recent events because customers 
want a global company that can provide consistent services across multiple regions. Being closer 
to customers and suppliers also helps with emissions reduction targets. The speaker emphasizes 
that sustainability is not just a trend, but a belief and passion for their employees. They mention 
the importance of focusing on sustainability, especially for a large manufacturing company like 
Flex. The speaker also discusses the success of NEQTracker, a business acquired by Flex, and 
mentions their plan to make it an independent company through a tax-free spin. They highlight 
some acquisitions made by Flex and suggest that the company may focus more on full solutions 
and product oflerings in the future. The speaker believes that despite "uctuations in the top line, 
they have demonstrated the ability to manage economic ups and downs well. They are confident 
in their ability to meet their EBIT target. The speaker believes that agility margins are sustainable 
because it is about how a business is run and the ability to make mix shifts. They also see potential 
for productivity benefits in factory automation. The speaker believes that their earnings target for 
fiscal '25 is still achievable, despite macro factors and headwinds. They feel good about how they 
manage the business and their ability to generate productivity. There may be opportunities for 
inorganic growth, particularly in the enterprise data center and robotics sectors.
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GNBY, Presentation

Grontier Communications: Grom Bankruptcy to Giber-Based Success - A Rour-
ney JoTards Sustainable wroTth
Sep 7, 2023 at 1:50 PM

%nder the leadership of Nick Yeflery, Frontier Communications has successfully transformed from 
a bankrupt regional telco to a fiber-based broadband provider. They have expanded their fiber 
network, increased their customer base, and achieved high customer satisfaction scores. Frontier 
is focused on repairing their brand and pricing strategy to increase ARP% and believes there is 
still room for further growth. They aim to reach 10 million customer locations with fiber within 
2 to 3 years and expect to maintain the same pace of expansion next year with lower capital 
expenditures. The company is confident in their execution and commitment to delivering on their 
plans. They are focused on achieving revenue growth and EBITDA growth and are pleased with 
the recent EBITDA growth, the first in at least 10 years. They expect this growth to accelerate in 
the second half of the year. The company aims to steadily march towards sustainable revenue 
growth supported by consistent EBITDA growth. In terms of the Commercial segment, they have 
hired new leaders who have implemented new strategies and rebuilt relationships, leading to 
growth in the enterprise and wholesale businesses. The AT$T contract has also opened doors 
for other wholesale opportunities. Despite being a small part of the enterprise market, Frontier 
sees potential to grow and take share even in a declining market. They believe there is a lot of 
potential for margin growth over time as fiber infrastructure is more eWcient. Frontier recently 
secured /2.1 billion of committed financing through a first-of-its-kind fiber securitization among 
a public company, which addresses their funding needs through 2025 and provides a clear path 
to funding their committed builders of 10 million. They see this as an exciting development and 
are encouraged by the progress they are making.

IJ, Presentation

wartner CGO discusses IJ spending trends, groTth objectives, and im-
pact oF generative AI
Sep 6, 2023 at 10:30 AM

Gartner's CFO, Craig Safian, discussed the company's position in assessing IT spending trends. 
Gartner projects global IT spending to reach /4.7 trillion in 2023, with enterprise function leaders 
performing well and segments serving tech vendors under pressure. Safian expressed confidence 
in achieving growth objectives once the realignment is complete and highlighted the impact of 
generative AI on revenue prospects. GTS grew 9L UoU in 2+, and the company believes it can 
return to normal and drive expected growth rates despite concerns about a recession. Gartner 
plans to increase its sales force headcount and aims to have an in-person conference for every 
major role it serves in every major region. The company's consulting business has performed well, 
and it expects EBITDA margins to be around 23L. Gartner is focused on long-term management 
and driving double-digit top-line growth and modest margin expansion. It aims to generate free 
cash "ow of about 140L to 160L of net income, with capital allocation priorities including share 
buybacks and strategic value-enhancing M$A.
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wM, Presentation

Cruise CEO Hyle Vogt Discusses Progress, Guture Plans, and Cost E.cien-
cy oF Autonomous Vehicle Industry
Sep 7, 2023 at 2:30 PM

In an interview with Goldman Sachs, Cruise CEO (yle Vogt discusses the progress and future 
plans of Cruise in the autonomous vehicle industry. He addresses concerns raised by regulators 
and emphasizes their commitment to working with them. Vogt highlights GM's support for AVs 
and positive customer feedback. He discusses the double standard in media coverage of AV 
accidents compared to human drivers and emphasizes Cruise's safety performance. Vogt explains 
Cruise's strategy of starting in dense environments like San Francisco to learn and scale quickly. 
He talks about the generalizability of their AV system and their ability to adapt it to new cities. Vogt 
mentions the Cruise Origin, a new vehicle designed for ride-hailing, and discusses its deployment 
timeline and cost-eWciency. Cruise aims to reach /1 in cost per mile and /1 billion in revenue by 
2025. Pricing for AV rides will depend on consumer demand and cost structure. Vogt discusses 
the collaboration between GM, Honda, and Cruise in providing a seamless customer experience 
and expresses interest in partnering for "eet infrastructure needs. He also mentions the potential 
for AV capabilities on consumer cars and how Cruise is working with GM to develop foundational 
technologies for this. They are focusing on lower-cost sensing and compute and developing 
technology that eliminates the need for expensive maps. Cruise is focused on scaling production, 
improving cost-eWciency, and providing a great customer experience. The speaker discussed the 
success of their AV technology in Texas and mentioned international expansion plans. They high-
lighted the need to adapt to diflerent driving conditions and road signs and expressed optimism 
about testing in Yapan and Dubai. They also mentioned the potential for a robotaxi business in 
Yapan and Dubai, which could pave the way for further expansion in Europe. In terms of cost, the 
speaker compared Cruise's target of /1 per mile to the current cost of traditional ride-hail services 
and emphasized the cost advantage of AVs.
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wJKB, Presentation

witKab's CEO Outlines Ambitious woals For Lext Give Nears at wold-
man Sachs Communicopia ConFerence
Sep 7, 2023 at 4:45 PM

Sid Sijbrandij, Founder and CEO of GitKab, discussed the company's goals for the next five 
years at the Goldman Sachs Communicopia Technology Conference. He highlighted GitKab's 
aim to become the best-in-class solution for every part of the software development lifecycle 
and consolidate various point solutions into one interface. Sijbrandij mentioned GitKab's recent 
achievements, partnerships with Google and Microsoft, and their excitement about integrating 
with other hyperscalers like A)S. He emphasized the impact of AI on the software development 
lifecycle and the recent price increase for GitKab premium, highlighting the comprehensive nature 
of GitKab's product and its ability to ofler more AI features. Sijbrandij also discussed the company's 
focus on compliance and security, leveraging partnerships with hyperscalers to handle large 
language models. He mentioned upcoming releases and the introduction of cogeneration as a 
separate S(%. Sijbrandij also discussed GitKab Dedicated, which combines self-managed and 
gitlab.com benefits, attracting customers with regulatory requirements who want to eliminate the 
burden of operating GitKab themselves. He addressed competition from Yira and Bitbucket, em-
phasizing GitKab's complete lifecycle approach. Sijbrandij also talked about managing costs and 
investments, mentioning the company's profitability improvement and responsible investment 
in diflerent areas of the platform. He mentioned hiring a new CRO, Chris )eber, and expressed 
excitement about scaling with him.

The company will continue to focus on enterprise customers and partnerships with hyperscalers, 
as it has been the majority of their revenue. Chris, who has been with the company for 7 weeks, 
has been spending time listening to customers and the team is very happy with him. There haven't 
been any other changes in the C-level or one step below, but they have hired Yosh as the CISO 
to address the growing security market. Security is a top priority for the company, as customers 
expect GitKab to be secure. Overall, it was a productive day and the speaker thanked everyone for 
their questions.
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wS, Presentation

AMD CEO DrU Kisa Su qighlights wroTth and Priorities: Gocus on qigh-PerFor-
mance Computing, AI, and Customifation For Guture Success
Sep 5, 2023 at 11:10 AM

Dr. Kisa Su, CEO of AMD, discussed the company's growth and priorities at a conference. AMD 
has experienced significant growth under Dr. Su's leadership, with a focus on high-performance 
computing and AI. They have a comprehensive portfolio addressing AI, which sets them apart 
from competitors. The data center market, particularly in AI workloads, is an exciting area for AMD, 
and they expect continued growth in this market. CP%s will continue to be important, especially 
eWcient ones. AMD believes they are well-positioned due to their diverse product oflerings and 
leading-edge manufacturing capabilities. They also believe that customization will play a bigger 
role in the future.

In terms of PCs, AMD sees opportunities for growth, especially with the integration of AI. They 
aim to gain profitable share in segments such as commercial, premium consumer, gaming, and 
AI-driven PCs. They prioritize these segments over the low end of the market.

The Qilinx acquisition has been successful and profitable for AMD. The integration of Qilinx has 
strengthened AMD's portfolio and positioned it well for the future. The company expects growth 
in its processor portfolio within the Embedded segment.

The speaker acknowledges the short-term challenges in the FPGA business but highlights the 
long-term growth opportunities, particularly in industrial, aerospace and defense, automotive, 
communications, and networking markets.

The geopolitical environment remains challenging, but the speaker does not provide specific 
information on revenue derived from China or any changes to the company's strategy in relation 
to China.

The speaker is optimistic about growth and expects margin expansion through product mix. 
They anticipate improvements in the client business after correcting inventory dynamics. The 
company's focus is on investing in the business, followed by shareholder returns and potential 
strategic acquisitions.

The successful launch of MI300 depends on execution and fine-tuning the software for improved 
performance. AMD believes they have a broad portfolio to service the growing demand for infer-
ence in both the cloud and edge computing.
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wS, Presentation

Joast Announces Management Jransition and Expands into Catering and In-
voicing, Poised For International wroTth
Sep 7, 2023 at 10:30 AM

Toast, a restaurant-specific platform, has announced a management transition with co-founder 
Aman Narang becoming the new CEO. The company aims to solve problems faced by the restau-
rant industry and is expanding into catering and invoicing. They have had success in the SMB and 
mid-market space and are gradually building their capability to address the whole market. The 
recent partnership with FreedomPay is seen as a positive development and the company believes 
they are in a strong position to continue positioning bundled payments in the upmarket enterprise 
space. The company sees international expansion as a long-term growth opportunity based on 
their success in the %S market. In terms of monetization, the company focuses on ARR and has 
seen growth in ARP% through various factors such as optimizing the land and expand motion and 
oflering customers module "exibility. The company believes it is well positioned to capture a larger 
percentage of sales at restaurants through continued upselling and customer engagement. They 
have seen early signs of success with their upsell team and have 10L of customers already paying 
/10,000 a year in SaaS alone. The company sees multiple ways to increase ARP% and believes 
they have pricing power, but acknowledge the importance of maintaining trust and timing pricing 
increases appropriately. The company's GPV trends are relatively stable, although the in"ation 
tailwind may moderate going forward. Toast diflerentiates itself from competitors through its 
go-to-market approach, segmenting their approach based on the market segment and prioritizing 
building relationships with the local restaurant community. They aim to become the JmayorJ of 
these communities. Toast Capital, which oflers loans to customers using their payment volume 
data, has been a successful contributor to the business with attractive incremental margins. The 
company uses the data they have to underwrite and manage risk. They work with a bank to issue 
the capital, making it a balance sheet light for them. They also have levers to increase hurdles 
or shut down the program if necessary. Default rates have been in line with expectations, and 
the program has helped customers access capital in a low friction manner. Toast Tables, which 
includes waitlist and reservations native to the platform, aims to provide "exibility and reduce 
the need for separate solutions. It has been well-received by customers, with a few thousand 
restaurants currently using it.

The company oflers a "at fee for its reservation platform, providing "exibility and value to restau-
rants. The platform is easy to use internally and integrates with the restaurant's guest data. 
Customers have been asking for first-party digital experiences, and the reservation platform is 
just one example of that. The tight integration with the Toast platform creates additional value for 
customers.
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wS, Presentation

Jitle: S2P CGO Con"dent in Achieving Gull-Near Yatings Yevenue Jarget, Sees 
wroTth Opportunities Amid Economic Situation
Sep 6, 2023 at 7:25 PM

Ewout Steenbergen, CFO of S$P, is confident in achieving their full-year target for Ratings revenue 
despite soft debt issuance volumes. They see growth opportunities in nonfinancials but anticipate 
a decline in structured finance and international public finance. The company sees the current 
economic situation as an opportunity for growth, particularly in debt refinancing. They emphasize 
the need for more transparency in credit risk and are working with private equity firms to expand 
their oflerings. In terms of sustainability and ESG, they still see it as a growth initiative, although 
slightly delayed. S$P reduced its guide for Market Intelligence due to energy transition and 
sustainability concerns. Konger sales cycles are mainly due to customers taking more time to make 
decisions and the addition of more products and features to contracts. High single-digit growth 
is expected in Commodity Insights driven by new energy and renewables. The Index business has 
raised its guide for the full year due to market appreciation and fund "ows. The Mobility business 
is highlighted as the fastest-growing segment within S$P, with significant growth potential in 
hybrid and EV vehicles. Operating margins in 3+ are expected to be subdued due to accrual 
compensation expenses, but the speaker is confident in seeing a rebound in the fourth quarter. 
The organization emphasizes the need to balance productivity and investment for future growth. 
They are committed to running the company in a disciplined manner, controlling expenses while 
also making strategic investments. Over a 2-year period, expenses are expected to increase at 
a low single-digit level, thanks to cost synergies. The organization's M$A strategy focuses on 
areas such as private markets and sustainability to accelerate existing initiatives, as seen with the 
acquisition of Shades of Green. The speaker is confident in achieving the 7L to 9L organic growth 
target by 2025, 2026 despite changes in the market. They are on track to achieve X0L of their 
cost synergies this year and are now focused on delivering revenue synergies. The first phase of 
revenue synergies has been cross-selling existing products to customers, and the next phase will 
involve new product development. They are focused on developing production-grade generative 
AI tools for their customers, aiming to be a trusted partner with strong brand recognition. They 
also aim to improve internal work"ow and eWciency through AI tools.
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qAS, Presentation

qasbro's CEO and CGO Discuss Yecent Developments, Gran-
chise Brands, and Guture wroTth Opportunities
Sep 6, 2023 at 1:10 PM

Goldman Sachs' lead analyst for the entertainment sector, Stephen Kaszczyk, welcomes Hasbro's 
CEO, Chris Cocks, and CFO, Gina Goetter, to a conference. They discuss recent developments, 
including the sale of eOne Film and TV business and new additions to the senior management 
team. Chris highlights the value these developments bring to shareholders and emphasizes the 
expertise of Gina and Tim (ilpin. Gina discusses the progress made on the operational excellence 
program, aiming for cost savings of /250-300 million by 2025. They have already found /100 mil-
lion in savings, focusing on supply chain, logistics, and organizational eWciencies. These savings 
will improve profitability in the toy business and reinvest in growth opportunities in )izards of the 
Coast. The success of games like Baldur's Gate 3 and MONOPOKU GO? is discussed, with positive 
momentum seen in the )izards and Digital Gaming segment. Chris believes that the gaming 
industry is a strong and growing category, particularly in the digital space. He sees games as a sec-
ular tailwind in the entertainment industry and expects continued high single-digit growth. Chris 
sees a massive opportunity in the digital gaming space, especially in licensing and developing 
owned and operated games. Hasbro's extensive portfolio of IP gives the company a competitive 
advantage and potential for future growth. The speaker believes that defining franchise brands 
helps both internally and externally. Franchise brands drive a significant portion of revenue and 
profitability for the company. The team has prioritized investment decisions based on the strength 
of franchise brands and made tough decisions about other brands in the portfolio. The speaker 
mentions using spreadsheets to objectively analyze brand performance and segment them ac-
cordingly. They acknowledge the challenge of communicating these decisions to teams who may 
have invested a lot of time and eflort into certain brands. The focus going forward is on reinventing 
and driving growth within the franchise brands. The speaker is hopeful that the toy category will 
start to improve after the back-to-school season and holiday shelf resets. They have lowered 
their outlook for the category but are assuming that consumer health remains stable. The games 
business, including board games, is performing well and they expect high single-digit growth. 
The next month will give them a better sense of holiday demand, and they have learned from 
last year's experience to increase communication and transparency with retailers and internal 
teams. The next 4-6 weeks are critical for monitoring trends and making necessary adjustments in 
product placements and supply chain. Hasbro made the decision to let go of the Disney Princess 
brand because it was not profitable, while renewing its licenses with Marvel and Kucasfilm. The 
sale of eOne Film and TV business was driven by the focus on games and play as the core of 
Hasbro's success. The speaker believes that Kionsgate is a better fit for the team mentioned in 
terms of distribution and management capabilities. They also think it is beneficial for Hasbro as it 
frees up management focus and cash, making the business more understandable and potentially 
more profitable. In terms of margins, the speaker explains that supply chain productivity and cost 
savings will oflset in"ation, and there will be a mix benefit as games continue to grow. Kooking 
ahead to 2024, similar factors are expected to contribute to margin acceleration. The speaker 
acknowledges that the consumer product segment has historically had lower margins compared 
to peers, but they believe this can be attributed to structural reasons such as overhead costs. 
However, eflorts have been made to address these issues.
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qP%, Presentation

qP CEO Outlines +- to 4-Near Vision: Maintaining Keadership in PCs and Printing, 
Expanding into qybrid Work, waming, and Industrial Printing
Sep 7, 2023 at 3:25 PM

HP CEO Enrique Kores discussed the company's 3- to 5-year vision, which includes maintaining 
leadership in PCs and printing while growing in areas such as hybrid work, gaming, and industrial 
printing. Despite challenges in China and pricing pressure, HP expects the PC market to recover 
by 2024. The company sees opportunities in integrating AI capabilities into PCs and is focused 
on innovation in hybrid work solutions. )hile consumer demand has been impacted by macro 
factors, there are signs of recovery, especially in the gaming business. In the printing industry, 
home printing is declining while oWce printing is stable or slightly growing. Industrial printing is ex-
pected to continue growing. HP is implementing initiatives to optimize profitability, reduce costs, 
and explore new business models. From a geographic perspective, PC demand has seen some 
recovery in Europe and North America, but the Chinese market has been weaker than expected. 
HP remains open to M$A opportunities that align with their strategy and oflers operational and 
financial benefits. They are also partnering with semiconductor providers to add AI capability to 
their PCs. The focus is on driving growth, leveraging AI, and implementing eWciency programs.

IAC, Presentation

Driving wroTth and Improving &ser Experiences: Insights From IAC's CGO on 
Investing Strategies, Keadership Changes, and Pro"tability woals
Sep 7, 2023 at 12:30 PM

Chris Halpin, CFO of IAC, discussed the company's focus on growth and its history of investing in 
and spinning ofl various businesses. The CEO of Angi, Yoey, has implemented four key priorities 
to improve the pro and consumer experiences on the platform. International business in Angi is 
performing well, and the team has worked on replatforming and integration to enhance the user 
experience. Dotdash Meredith faced challenges with integration but has seen improvements since 
late October. The profitability goals for Dotdash Meredith include achieving /250 million to /300 
million of adjusted EBITDA for 2023. The recent leadership change at Care has brought in a new 
CEO, Brad )ilson, who has deep experience in marketplaces and digital businesses. The focus for 
Care post-acquisition was to improve the core platform and enhance trust and discoverability. The 
enterprise business experienced significant growth during the pandemic. Moving forward, Care 
aims to improve marketing, user interface, and consumer product. In the Search business, Tim 
Allen has been moved from Care to take on a management role. The desktop business is being 
wound down, leading to a runofl of revenues. The core Search business is solid, and the company 
believes Tim is the ideal leader to manage and innovate it. The company has sizable minority equity 
investments in MGM and Turo, which have performed well. Capital allocation is driven by a belief 
in the base business, digital disruption conversion opportunities, confidence in management, and 
the ability to be the largest shareholder. The company will continue to analyze its own share price 
and market environment for capital allocation decisions.
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IqYJ, Presentation

Driving Kong-Jerm wroTth: iqeartMedia's Strategy Keveraging Content, Distri-
bution, and Ad Jech
Sep 7, 2023 at 3:25 PM

Bob Pittman and Rich Bressler of iHeartMedia discuss their strategy to drive long-term growth 
by leveraging their assets in content, distribution, and ad tech. They emphasize the importance 
of building engaged relationships with consumers and monetizing those relationships through 
advertising and other platforms. They discuss iHeart's reach in broadcast radio, digital streaming 
radio, podcasting, and social media, as well as their progress in monetizing these platforms 
through programmatic trading and data-infused buying. They mention the impact of COVID-19 on 
their revenue, noting a smaller decline compared to previous downturns. They express confidence 
in the future of audio advertising and believe that radio will remain a key platform for consumers. 
They discuss the challenges of monetization and adapting to the changing advertising landscape. 
They also discuss the growth and potential of podcasting, highlighting its engagement impact 
for advertisers. They explain their approach to podcasting, emphasizing the need for profitability 
and proper measurement. They argue against the idea of exclusive podcasts and instead focus 
on the publisher of the podcast rather than the platform it is consumed on. They believe that their 
strategies and policies have been successful in navigating the podcasting business and that they 
are the most profitable company in the industry due to their market share and ability to negotiate 
better deals with talent. They mention that podcasting is accretive to their overall margins and that 
large advertisers are starting to come in. They highlight the high level of engagement in podcasting 
and their ability to unify all audio platforms through their ad tech platform. They discuss the 
"exibility of their cost structure and their ability to take out fixed costs if necessary. They mention 
their ability to generate free cash "ow during the pandemic and emphasize their focus on cash 
generation. They discuss their capital allocation plans, mentioning that they intend to continue 
buying back bonds and potentially make boundary purchases with excess free cash "ow. The 
company aims to maintain a debt-to-EBITDA leverage ratio of 4:1 and continues to work towards 
that target. They have reduced their debt by purchasing /400 million of face value, saving them 
/40 million in interest. The focus is on generating free cash "ow and using it to improve the balance 
sheet for shareholders. The company has been investing in podcasting and audio tech stack to 
fuel future growth. They expect CapEx to be around /90 million this year and do not anticipate 
significant changes in M$A activity. As for the debt maturities in '26, '27, and '2X, the company 
did not provide specific details but acknowledged investor concerns and stated they are working 
towards addressing those maturities.
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ILGA, Presentation

InFormatica CEO and CGO Share Vision For Cloud-Girst Data Management Plat-
Form at woldman Sachs ConFerence
Sep 7, 2023 at 7:25 PM

Informatica CEO Amit )alia and CFO Mike McKaughlin recently discussed the company's vision 
of becoming a cloud-first platform player in the data management space at the Goldman Sachs 
Communacopia $ Technology Conference. They highlighted the increasing focus on data in the 
digital transformation era and the acceleration of AI adoption as key drivers for Informatica. The 
company has made go-to-market changes to simplify the sales process and has seen positive 
customer response to its shift to a cloud-focused approach. They have developed a toolkit for 
migrating legacy customers from on-premises to cloud and ofler a consumption-based pricing 
model called IP%. The recent Privitar acquisition enhances the company's data governance capa-
bilities. Informatica has partnered with companies like A)S, Microsoft, Snow"ake, and Databricks 
to provide comprehensive data integration services for large enterprises. They also discussed their 
generative AI products, CKAIRE CoPilot and CKAIRE GPT, which aim to accelerate productivity and 
simplify data analysis for customers. They believe that language models will be democratized in 
the future, with many diflerent models available for various use cases. They mentioned Meta's 
approach as being the right way forward and suggested that their company may provide curated 
language models for specific projects. They see Clear Copilot as a value-add and believe it should 
drive more consumption of their product. There is a debate about whether to price it separately 
or include it as part of the platform, but they are open to diflerent approaches as long as it 
increases usage. In terms of the macro environment, they noted stability in +2 relative to +1 and 
steady demand without significant improvements or declines. They expressed confidence in their 
cloud ARR guidance for the year and stated that enterprise software deals can be unpredictable 
and lumpy. They also highlighted the importance of GSIs &Global System Integrators8 in driving 
maintenance conversion opportunities and mentioned that over three-quarters of migration deals 
this year involved GSIs.

The speaker discusses the importance of operational analytics and its mission-critical nature. 
They mention that there is always competition in the industry but believe that their company 
has unique oflerings that diflerentiate them from cloud-native competitors. They emphasize 
their focus on Fortune 5000 companies and express confidence in their ability to grow without 
being overly concerned about competition. The session concludes with thanks and a mention of 
resuming next year.
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RHqN, Presentation

Jitle: Jhe Impact oF M2A SloTdoTn on Rack qenry 2 Associates' Deconversion 
Yevenue and the wroTing Opportunities in the Credit &nion Industry
Sep 6, 2023 at 10:30 AM

The speaker discusses the impact of the slowdown in M$A activity on Yack Henry $ Associates' 
deconversion revenue. They express optimism that M$A will pick up as the economy improves. The 
speaker highlights their Complementary Solutions segment, which oflers various products to help 
banks solve problems using technology. They mention their involvement in the development of 
FedNow and their cybersecurity division, Gladiator. The speaker also discusses the acquisition of 
Payraliz, a public cloud native payments platform, and the growth opportunities in the payments 
segment. They mention the company's migration to a cloud-native architecture and their strategic 
partnerships with Google, Azure, and A)S. The speaker emphasizes Yack Henry's track record 
of gaining market share through competitive takeaways and their position as a comprehensive 
provider in the industry. They discuss how the commercial real estate &CRE8 space has been 
aflected by the current environment but state that Yack Henry's customers primarily serve small 
businesses, manufacturers, and warehouses, which are not facing the same level of stress. The 
shift to the private cloud oflering of Yack Henry has been driven by factors such as regulatory 
requirements and the desire for specialized cybersecurity expertise. The speaker mentions the 
challenge banks face in recruiting tech talent and how that can motivate them to move their 
technology infrastructure to Yack Henry. They explain that moving to Yack Henry's private cloud 
environment results in a long-term contract and the opportunity to add additional solutions easily. 
The speaker also highlights Yack Henry's significant market share in the credit union sector and 
their dominance in serving credit unions over /1 billion in assets.

The credit union industry in the %S has evolved over the years, with many becoming regional 
and focusing primarily on consumer activity. However, more credit unions are now hiring former 
bankers and expanding into the commercial side to ofler services for small and medium-sized 
businesses. Credit unions are not-for-profit organizations and share their profits with their mem-
bers, which appeals to younger generations like Gen [. Despite ongoing debates with banks about 
taxes, the credit union industry is strong and growing, with increasing membership and account 
balances. In terms of bank mergers and acquisitions, deconversion fees resulting from these 
transactions were a challenge last year.
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KNV, Presentation

Kive Lation's Strong PerFormance in 6fl6+ and Guture wroTth Opportunities: An 
IntervieT Tith President and CGO Roe Berchtold
Sep 6, 2023 at 2:30 PM

Kive Nation's President and CFO, Yoe Berchtold, discusses the company's strong performance 
in 2023 and the opportunities and risks ahead in an interview with Goldman Sachs' lead en-
tertainment analyst, Stephen Kaszczyk. Despite concerns about a recession, Kive Nation is ex-
periencing robust sales and sees a promising future due to the global demand for live events. 
They believe that live entertainment is an aflordable luxury for consumers and benefits from the 
prioritization of experiences over goods. The growth of diflerent music genres, such as (-pop 
and Katin music, is leading to increased demand for concert tickets. Kive Nation aims to expand 
historically established artists to new markets and promote emerging genres to a global audience. 
The CEO emphasizes the importance of growing the fan base every year and highlights the role 
of globalization in their business model. They also discuss the monetization of fans once they are 
in Kive Nation's ecosystem, with on-site spending per fan increasing. The expansion of concert 
margins is expected due to factors like the mix of venues and the cost structure of operating 
them. They discuss Ticketmaster's ticket sales, with concerts driving the growth, and clarify a 
previous statement regarding growth numbers. They address concerns in the ticketing market 
and their work with Congress, viewing potential legislative mandates as not posing risks to their 
business model. Secondary ticketing is not a major focus for them, but they provide it as a service 
to fans. They discuss the DOY inquiry and believe that their vertical business model is beneficial 
for competition and consumers. They expect double-digit growth in the sponsorship business and 
prioritize capital allocation for venue and international expansion, considering M$A opportunities 
when appropriate.

K&ML, Presentation

Driving Yevenue and wroTth: Kumen Jechnologies' Strategic Decisions and Gu-
ture Plans
Sep 7, 2023 at 6:45 PM

Kumen Technologies' CFO, Chris Stansbury, discussed the company's strategic decisions and 
operational changes aimed at driving revenue and growth. They are investing in the future, man-
aging core operations, addressing customer needs, and focusing on innovation. Their competitive 
advantage lies in their 400-gig wave network, and they aim to diflerentiate themselves from 
competitors by oflering next-gen solutions. Kumen plans to pass over X million to 10 million 
customer locations with their +uantum Fiber network and believes their new +uantum brand will 
lead to more eWcient marketing and subscriber growth. They see fiber as having a long-term 
advantage over cable providers and have plans to expand EBITDA margins and delever their 
balance sheet. The company acknowledges internal work that needs to be done and is taking steps 
to address it. They believe financing the consumer build long-term is a separate discussion from 
their current priorities and do not see significant exposure to the issue of lead sheathing in legacy 
telecom networks. They have been selling ofl assets to delever but are evaluating whether the 
remaining IKEC they are fiberizing fits into their long-term portfolio.
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M%, Presentation

MarXeta CEO Discusses Credit Expansion, International wroTth, and the Gu-
ture oF Embedded Ginance
Sep 6, 2023 at 11:10 AM

Marqeta CEO Simon (halaf discussed the company's focus on credit expansion and international 
growth during a conference. He mentioned the recent contract extension with Cash App and 
changes in pricing that resulted in a reduction of their gross profit take rate. Marqeta has seen 
strong momentum in booking trends, with bookings up 150L year-over-year. (halaf highlighted 
three main reasons why customers switch to their platform: international expansion support, the 
ability to add a credit program, and competitive pricing for businesses that achieve scale. Marqeta 
sees significant opportunity in international markets, particularly in Europe and Katin America. The 
integration of Power Finance, which strengthens their credit card capabilities, has been completed 
and they have cards issued on the new stack. (halaf mentioned a large pipeline for credit solutions 
among existing and new customers, with a particular interest in commercial credit. He expects 
to close important deals in +3 for launch in H1 2024. (halaf expressed confidence that Marqeta 
will achieve positive EBITDA by the end of 2024 due to factors such as revenue and gross profit 
growth, cost reduction eflorts, and managing third-party costs. The company also plans to open 
development centers in Eastern Europe to reduce expenses. (halaf believes that the future of 
finance will involve collaboration between banks, fintech companies, and consumer brands or 
marketplaces, citing examples like Apple and Goldman Sachs. He predicts that the majority of 
financial transactions within the next decade will be through co-brands and embedded finance 
partnerships.

The speaker is excited about the potential of the embedded finance market and believes it is a 
great opportunity for both consumers and financial institutions. They mention that Marqeta has 
evolved since its IPO, with the addition of credit and growth in embedded finance. They plan to 
share more about the market opportunity, customer demand, their competitive advantage, and 
how they can translate bookings into predictable revenue during their upcoming Investor Day. 
They want to show the unit economics and potential return on equity for investors.
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MJCq, Presentation

Match wroup CEO Outlines Strategic Priorities and Achievements, Empha-
sifes Innovation and wroTth in Dating App Industry
Sep 6, 2023 at 1:50 PM

Match Group CEO Bernard (im discussed the company's strategic priorities and achievements, 
including restructuring into four pillars: Tinder, Hinge, Emerging $ Evergreen Brands, and Asia. The 
focus has been on turning around Tinder through strong leadership and initiatives like marketing 
campaigns and pricing optimization. Match Group utilizes AI to enhance matching and user 
experiences, prioritizing authenticity, privacy, and security. Collaboration between Match Group 
brands has been positive, particularly in Tinder's brand marketing campaign. Hinge has seen 
strong user and revenue growth, with the goal of reaching /1 billion in revenue. Other brands in the 
portfolio, such as Archer for the KGBT+ community, are showing early promise. The organization 
is rolling out a new app quickly due to high demand and positive user feedback. The Hyperconnect 
team, which works on AI technology, has experienced significant growth and collaboration across 
Match Group brands. In Asia, specifically Yapan, the dating market has underperformed due to 
the impact of COVID-19. Match Group is focused on stabilizing and accelerating growth in Yapan 
through product innovation, the right team, and marketing initiatives. The company recently 
rolled out a TV campaign in Yapan, which could potentially unlock growth opportunities. Match 
Group is mindful of the broader macro environment and the volatility in discretionary consumer 
spending, but remains focused on delivering value to consumers. The speaker acknowledges 
that the challenge of competing for consumer spending will continue in the coming fiscal year. 
They believe it is important for their service to provide the best value in order to earn a share 
of consumers' wallets. Despite financial constraints, subscription businesses focused on finding 
love and human connection tend to remain resilient. The speaker mentions that Match Group 
is currently focused on its core business and may not have any major M$A announcements 
unless it is a small addition to their existing businesses. Regarding app store fees, the speaker 
believes that the regulatory environment will evolve in the next 3 to 5 years, and they expect the 
share paid to platforms like Apple and Google to be diflerent during that time. On a short-term 
perspective, the speaker predicts that changes will happen in the next year, potentially driven by 
fines or last-minute adjustments by app platforms like Apple and Google. In terms of Match Group's 
future, the speaker is excited about product innovation and execution across all brands within 
the company. They believe there will be an JAI aha momentJ that will revolutionize the dating app 
experience and create significant word-of-mouth. The speaker is confident that Match Group will 
be well-positioned for innovation and success in the long term.

MAJ, Presentation

Mattel CEO Nnon Hreif outlines asset-light strategy, content-Focused ap-
proach For long-term groTth
Sep 7, 2023 at 12:30 PM

Mattel CEO Unon (reiz discussed the company's asset-light strategy and content-focused ap-
proach at a conference. The company plans to capitalize on the success of the Barbie movie 
and is developing a Hot )heels movie with Y.Y. Abrams. Mattel aims to maximize the potential 
of the Disney Princess IP and revive the Monster High franchise. )eaker performance has been 
seen in the American Girl and Fisher-Price brands, but the company expects growth through new 
innovation and product oflerings. Mattel is targeting a gross margin of 47L for 2023 and will focus 
on eWciency and productivity. The company aims to drive organic growth, maintain leverage ratios, 
pursue strategic M$A opportunities, and engage in share repurchases. CEO Unon (reiz is focused 
on executing the company's strategy, gaining market share, and positioning Mattel for long-term 
growth.
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MBKN, Presentation

Mobileye's Cutting-Edge Solutions: Yevolutionifing Automotive SaFe-
ty and SelF-Driving Jechnology
Sep 6, 2023 at 5:25 PM

Mobileye specializes in software and chips for front-facing cameras in cars to enhance safety. 
They ofler a building block approach for self-driving technology, targeting both the robotaxi and 
consumer vehicle markets. Mobileye believes their system outperforms Tesla's technology and 
oflers customization options for automakers. They face competition from automakers' internal 
eflorts and Chinese companies in the ADAS market. However, they see opportunities in China's 
hands-free driving segment. The company is working on enabling hands-free driving within city 
streets in China, but mapping is a constraint. Mobileye is also developing a Chaufleur product for 
K3 capability. The introduction of eyes-ofl autonomous driving comes with increased liability and 
regulation, but it is seen as a game changer for automakers in terms of safety and productivity. 
Polestar is an example of a company adopting Mobileye's SuperVision system for their vehicles. 
The scalability and modularity of the products allow for relatively quick market entry. The speaker 
expressed confidence in their performance for the year, expecting double-digit growth on a 
volume basis. They acknowledged the potential risk of export control on autonomous driving 
technology by the %S government but stated that their chips are not currently being controlled. 
They have received assistance from Intel in understanding data laws and ensuring compliance 
with regulations in China. They believe partnering with Chinese companies will help them stay 
away from any restrictions.

MODL, Presentation

Jransitioning to a SaaS Model: Driving wroTth and Expanding Customer 
Base in the KiFe Sciences and qigh-Jech Industries
Sep 6, 2023 at 12:30 PM

Model N is a vertical software company that specializes in revenue management solutions for the 
life sciences and high-tech industries. They have a strong focus on the life sciences sector and 
recently collaborated with Pfizer to develop a product for state price transparency compliance. 
The company is transitioning its products to a SaaS model and expects growth opportunities in 
the high-tech sector. )hile they face competition from custom solutions and point providers, 
they believe the shift to SaaS is important for survival and driving growth. Model N has seen 
positive results from their cloud-based approach and aims to end support for on-premise products 
by December 2023. They have a high gross retention rate in their SaaS business, which sets 
them up well for cross-sell and upsell opportunities. The company is focused on expanding their 
customer base and driving growth through net retention and new logos. They acknowledge that 
the diflerent revenue streams can be challenging to manage but see the SaaS segment as the 
ultimate driver of the business. The business services line within the subscription segment has 
faced some challenges due to macro impacts and slower sales cycles, but Model N is working to 
ramp up revenue in this area.

The speaker explains that the customer journey in the life sciences and high tech industries 
typically starts with landing a big pharma account using their provider module, which stores 
contracts and pricing information. They then expand by selling to the private healthcare sector 
and also ofler products for selling to %S government healthcare systems. The transition to a SaaS 
business model has allowed for easier land and expand opportunities.

MLDN, Presentation
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Jitle: MondayUcom Co-Gounders Discuss Success, Guture Plans, and Expan-
sion Opportunities
Sep 7, 2023 at 6:45 PM

The speaker welcomes guests from Israel and introduces the co-founders of Monday.com, Ran 
[inman and Daniel. They discuss the company's success in the past year and their aspirations 
for the future, including expanding product oflerings and opening up the platform to external 
developers. They highlight the platform's ability to help companies become more eWcient and 
discuss the balance between investments and expertise needed for building apps on the Monday 
platform. They attribute their success to their diverse customer base and data-driven approach.

The speaker asks about customers' thoughts on budgeting for the next year and the potential 
impact of stability in interest rates. Ran explains that they have seen stabilization and recovery in 
hiring and are optimistic about the future. They believe the company's ability to sell across multiple 
products creates more opportunities for upselling to existing customers. They also note that the 
tech segment took a hit but expect it to recover.

The speaker asks if there are signs of customers starting to hire again, and while they don't have 
specific discussions, they believe the numbers indicate a change. Kastly, the speaker asks if this 
changes their views on hiring, and they express the need to accelerate hiring, with a focus on R$D, 
product development, and sales.

They have observed that customers purchasing their CRM software are either new to CRM or 
switching from competitors like [oho, SugarCRM, or HubSpot. Monday's platform allows them 
to target specific personas such as VP of Sales or VP of R$D. The recent release of work"ow 
automation has been successful, and they have seen widespread adoption of their automation 
features.

The speaker then asks about Monday's strategy with Generative AI, and Ran mentions that they 
are still exploring the best use case for it but have seen users wanting to automate tasks and 
leverage AI capabilities within their daily work. Daniel adds that external developers have built AI 
features on top of the platform, providing a diverse range of applications. They see accessibility 
and driving real work as important factors in their approach to technology development.

The speaker discusses how Monday is a work"ow automation platform that allows users to build 
applications and compares it to ServiceNow, which has diflerent use cases. They see Atlassian, 
ServiceNow, and Salesforce as their competition and believe there is a huge opportunity for 
Monday to capture the enterprise and SMB market by going after more product verticals. Monday 
dev, their development platform, is doing well, and they have integrated with Salesforce's CRM 
application. They see the integration as complementary and collaborate with Salesforce to deepen 
their integration. They mention that integrating with Salesforce was a complex process but now 
allows users to sync data and build on top of it.

The speaker discusses how integrating data into Monday has been successful for customers, 
particularly in areas such as HR and ITSM. They mention that competitors have been pulling 
back on performance marketing, but Monday continues to invest in it due to strong demand. The 
speaker also mentions the need to evolve the direct sales approach to reach more decision makers 
and target specific personas within organizations. They note that customers tend to eventually be 
exposed to multiple products and deploy them fully.

During the +$A session, one audience member asks about the limitations for certain sizes of 
customers, and the co-founders explain that they have released Monday DB 1.0 to improve scale 
and performance, and plan to raise limits further with Monday DB 2.0 in the future.
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The speaker shared feedback from customers about the release of Monday DB, stating that it has 
opened up new possibilities and improved loading times by up to 5 weeks. They mentioned that 
the next phase, focused on faster dashboards, will be released in November. The transition into 
multi-product was highlighted as an exciting development for the company, as it involves working 
with all departments and changing their market position. Another exciting aspect mentioned was 
the ability for third parties to build their own products on the platform, creating a community of 
builders and expanding the platform's potential.

MDB, Presentation

MongoDB's Vision For the Guture: Lon-Yelational Databases, Partner-
ships, and wroTth Opportunities
Sep 6, 2023 at 11:50 AM

The speaker at the conference discusses MongoDB's shift to non-relational databases and their 
vision for the future as a developer data platform. They highlight the importance of scaling the 
business and enabling customers to address various use cases. The speaker mentions growth role 
models like A)S and ServiceNow and emphasizes the potential of their Vector Search product 
in the AI market. They announce a partnership with Google and discuss the "exibility of the 
document model and its fit with Vector Search. The speaker also mentions the streaming market 
and their acquisition of Immerok to develop a stream processing engine. They believe event-driven 
real-time applications are becoming more common. The speaker notes slower growth in existing 
workloads but remains confident in their ability to win new workloads. They discuss the seasonality 
of +2 compared to +1 and changes they have made to attract more workloads. They mention the 
transition to pay-as-you-go pricing and its impact on cash "ow. The speaker expects the transition 
to continue but eventually stabilize.

The speaker asks about the pricing and budget for Vector Search. They mention that AI is getting a 
lot of hype but believe its impact will be more long-term. They expect customer budgets to remain 
similar to this year. Hiring is back-end weighted and they plan to focus on Atlas consumption rather 
than a separate S(%. The speaker thanks the presenters for their amazing presentation.
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LCLO, Presentation

nCino: Driving wlobal wroTth and Expansion Tith &niXue Market Position-
ing and Strategic Investments
Sep 5, 2023 at 5:25 PM

Greg Orenstein, CFO of nCino, discussed the company's mission and future goals with Goldman 
Sachs. nCino provides financial institutions with a platform for making loans, opening accounts, 
and onboarding customers. They serve community banks as well as larger institutions like Bank 
of America and )ells Fargo. Orenstein was attracted to nCino because of its strong culture and 
the opportunity to digitize and transform the middle and back oWce of financial institutions. The 
company has expanded into various sectors such as small business, consumer lending, treasury 
onboarding, and mortgage. They also emphasize the value of AI and data analytics through 
their nI+ platform. Despite the challenges posed by the liquidity crisis in the first quarter, nCino 
had a strong second quarter and expects momentum to continue throughout the year. nCino 
aims to help financial institutions improve eWciency and provide better user experiences. They 
navigate the risk-averse back oWce environment by highlighting the value they bring in making 
institutions more eWcient. nCino sees significant growth opportunities both domestically and 
internationally, particularly in retail banking. The company's acquisition of SimpleNexus has led 
to strong sales performance and oflers cross-selling opportunities. nCino leverages SimpleNexus' 
technology and expertise to enhance the end-user experience across all of their consumer-facing 
products. nCino believes that there are numerous opportunities to leverage their data asset for AI 
applications. They have a Gen AI copilot and a predictive AI component, both of which can benefit 
from the data they possess. nCino's unique position as a single-platform provider allows them to 
aggregate and leverage data across multiple financial institutions, unlike traditional siloed banks. 
)hile the mortgage market has impacted their growth, their software is sticky and essential for 
financial institutions, providing durability to their SaaS business model. nCino has worked with 
customers during challenging times and expects to benefit when the market settles down. Overall, 
they are confident in their ability to capitalize on AI opportunities without significant changes 
to their financial plans. The company is experiencing momentum in sales and meetings with 
larger institutions compared to 1X months or 2 years ago. The liquidity crisis had an impact, but 
discussions have picked back up and the company feels it is in the right position to help financial 
institutions make necessary changes. The CFO mentioned that cash generation is a positive and 
they evaluate opportunities for capital allocation, including M$A, R$D, sales force expansion, and 
share buybacks. They have been selective with acquisitions and focus on ensuring sales coverage 
and making strategic investments.

Greg, the CFO of nCino, discusses the company's global growth and expansion, highlighting 
their unique positioning in the market and the investments they have made. He emphasizes the 
importance of appreciating their customer base and the products they ofler. Kooking ahead, Greg 
envisions continued top-line growth, profitability, and the ability to bring new products to market. 
He believes that nCino is well positioned for the future.
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LYDN, Presentation

Lerdy's SuccessFul Jransition to All-Access Kearning Membership Model: Dri-
ving wroTth and Building Jrust in School Districts
Sep 6, 2023 at 5:25 PM

Nerdy has successfully transitioned to an all-access learning membership model, oflering live 
online learning to (-12 school districts. They have made changes to pricing and value proposition, 
resulting in positive outcomes such as extended lifetime values and better gross margins. The 
company uses AI to connect learners to relevant experiences and has introduced a monthly 
membership option. They have also expanded their institutional business by oflering a per student 
per year SaaS model called Teacher Assigned. Nerdy is focused on providing value and building 
trust with school districts through their platform capabilities and product oflerings. They have 
invested in AI to improve their product oflerings and internal eWciencies. The company plans 
to continue investing in AI to drive eWciency and cost savings. They have seen improvements 
in adjusted EBITDA margins and expect to achieve 25L to 30L adjusted EBITDA margins in 
the coming years. Marketing eWciencies and extending KTV to CAC ratios are factors that can 
contribute to accelerating margin trajectory. The company aims to maintain discipline in customer 
acquisition costs while driving operating leverage in sales and marketing. The company plans 
to make speculative marketing swings for back-to-school campaigns while maintaining normal 
discipline in other areas of the business. They are exploring new marketing channels and allo-
cating capital towards organic growth opportunities, with a focus on Varsity Tutors for Schools 
and learning memberships. M$A is not a priority at the moment, but they may consider smaller 
acquisitions if they align with their organic roadmap. The company aims for a balanced approach 
to growth and profitability. They recently announced measures to reduce potential dilution from 
warrants and earn-out shares, but the transaction has not yet closed.

The speaker believes that the institutional side will benefit from a platform-based approach, which 
will provide value and enhance the user experience. They hope to leverage their investments on 
the consumer side to extend to the institutional audience and ofler them unique value. The speaker 
thanks the team from Nerdy for participating in the conference.
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LWSA, Presentation

Lavigating Challenges and Expanding Opportunities: A Discus-
sion on LeTs Corp's Macro Environment
Sep 7, 2023 at 11:10 AM

(ane Hannan, an Australian TMT analyst, and Robert Thomson, the CEO of News Corp, discuss the 
challenges and opportunities in the macro environment for News Corp. They talk about issues such 
as foreign exchange, in"ation, and interest rates, and how News Corp is navigating them. They also 
discuss the potential benefits of plateauing interest rates and decreasing mortgage rates for the 
housing industry. They highlight the importance of optimizing costs and resources for eWciency. 
The speakers also address the threats and opportunities of AI and express concerns about its 
potential negative impact on content creation and political bias. They mention that Dow Yones, 
book publishing, and digital real estate are the pillars of growth for News Corp, with B2B becoming 
a more significant segment. They discuss the drivers of growth in these areas and emphasize 
the continuous introspection about the right shape of the company. Thomson expresses high 
expectations for revenue growth in Dow Yones and the acquisitions of Opus and CMA. They 
mention the increasing digital subscriber growth for Dow Yones and discuss the balance between 
subscriber growth and average revenue per user &ARP%8 in their business. They believe that the 
target of /3 million to /X million should be higher over time. They also highlight the opportunity for 
international subscriptions and mention initiatives such as bundling strategies and partnerships 
with local media groups to target international subscribers. They emphasize the importance of 
targeting legitimate customers and avoiding churn. In terms of the advertising market, they 
mention monitoring its progress but do not provide specific observations. The speaker discusses 
the low level of home sales and attributes it to high mortgage rates. They then shift the topic 
to Foxtel, praising the company's transformation and successful transition into streaming. They 
highlight the importance of subscriber acquisition and retention, particularly in the sports service 
(ayo. The speaker emphasizes the need to provide reasons for customers to stay and mentions 
the accumulated intelligence and expertise that should positively impact the company's numbers. 
They also discuss the positive outlook for book publishing, with a focus on audio books and cost 
optimization. They mention upcoming plans for e-books and improvements in margins. The impact 
of COVID-19 on the book market is also discussed.

Kockdowns have led to more people reading books, but it also resulted in many books being bought 
and not finished. The physical presence of books reminds us to stop buying more. Inventory issues 
have been resolved, and the conversation ends.
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LOH, Presentation

Lavigating Weak Demand and Supply Chain Crisis: A Gocus on wroTth and Jech-
nology Advancements
Sep 5, 2023 at 1:50 PM

The speaker discussed the weak demand in the North American market but highlighted the 
company's strong operating margin. They emphasized their strategy for enterprise private net-
works and the need for further 5G rollout. The speaker also addressed the supply chain crisis 
and the potential rebound in the wireless industry. They expressed confidence in the company's 
growth prospects and highlighted their advancements in technology. The speaker discussed 
the opportunities in diflerent segments of network infrastructure, such as fixed access and IP 
networks, and noted their market share in OKTs. They mentioned the %.S. government's goal of 
providing 1 gigabit service to every citizen and their qualification for bid funding. The speaker also 
discussed the improvement in profitability in the optical networks business and the demand in the 
subsea networks business. Overall, they characterized the dynamics in all businesses as good and 
mentioned their focus on gaining market share.

The speaker believes that their view on inventory digestion dynamics and network rollouts is simi-
lar to that of their competitors. They attribute the slowdown in orders to operators overspending in 
2022 and now underspending in 2023. The speaker then discusses two group level topics: margin 
and cost control. They reiterate their long-term EBIT margin target of 14L and explain that they 
have taken proactive actions on the cost side to adjust to the market demand slowdown. They 
mention a E%R 600 million cost reduction program announced in 2021 and state that they are 
accelerating its execution while maintaining their targets for the end of 2023.

LVEI, Presentation

Luvei CEO Outlines wroTth Strategies and Yevenue woals, Jargeting wam-
ing and E-commerce Expansion
Sep 7, 2023 at 1:10 PM

Nuvei CEO Phill Fayer discussed the company's plans for growth, including opportunities in gaming 
and e-commerce. They aim to expand operating margins through scaling products, exploring new 
geographies, and leveraging acquisitions. Nuvei is excited about its government business and ISV 
partnerships and aims to achieve /50 million to /100 million of incremental revenue synergies by 
2027. They are focused on executing their business strategy and adapting to market conditions 
while prioritizing debt repayment and remaining open to M$A opportunities. Fayer believes there 
is still a lot of opportunity for Nuvei and they have a disciplined approach to hiring and cost-saving. 
They aim to achieve a 40L operating margin in the near future.
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OPAD, Presentation

Ozerpad's Business Model Evolution and Optimistic Outlook: A Discus-
sion Tith CEO Brian Bair
Sep 6, 2023 at 11:50 AM

Brian Bair, CEO of Oflerpad, discussed the company's business model evolution and the impact 
of macro factors on their operations. He highlighted the importance of selling existing inventory 
and replacing it with higher-margin homes during uncertain market periods. Despite a decrease 
in transaction volume due to rising interest rates, Bair remains optimistic about the company's 
products and sees positive signs in terms of time to cash and narrowing the Buy Box. He also 
emphasized Oflerpad's renovation business and their ability to control quality and cost through 
vertical integration. Oflerpad aims to provide its customers with the best ofler possible, regard-
less of their personal circumstances. The company is focused on achieving positive EBITDA by 
the end of the year and has strong lender partners. They are "exible in facilitating home sales 
and purchases through their various products, including the FKEQ oflering. Oflerpad is currently 
focused on the Midwest and Southeast markets, with plans for further expansion in the future.

Brian's thoughts and insights were greatly appreciated, as they provided a fantastic way to end 
the presentation. Mike expressed his gratitude for Brian's contribution and thanked everyone for 
their presence.

OPEL, Presentation

Opendoor Jechnologies: Digitifing the &S Yeal Estate Market and Expand-
ing Services For Simpli"ed qome Sales
Sep 7, 2023 at 7:25 PM

Carrie )heeler, CEO of Opendoor Technologies, discussed the company's strategy to digitize the 
%S residential real estate market and simplify the home sales process. Opendoor aims to become 
a leading e-commerce platform for real estate transactions by managing risk, reducing costs, 
and improving its business. The company plans to achieve adjusted net income profitability by 
2024 and is focused on doubling volumes and maintaining a steady-state revenue run rate of /10 
billion. Opendoor has focused on cost discipline and eWciency, reducing OpEx from /X00 million 
to /400 million. They also have a program called Opendoor Exclusives, which connects sellers 
with institutional investors and reduces variable SG$A expenses. Opendoor is also working on 
developing its title and mortgage business. The speaker discusses the profitability and potential 
of their iBuying business, which has a high attach rate and is vertically integrated. They mention 
the use of AI to improve eWciency in the paper-intensive business. The company currently fulfills 
mortgage services through a partnership but plans to focus more on services in the future. In 
terms of market expansion, they have a large addressable market within their existing footprint 
and aim to reach a 4L market share in each market. They also express interest in nationwide 
coverage in the long term. The average customer of Opendoor is an average American home 
seller, and the company aims to convert more customers over time. They track true sellers by 
monitoring if customers sell elsewhere after requesting an ofler from Opendoor. The company 
adjusts its marketing strategy based on market conditions and understands the relationship be-
tween spreads and buyer demand. Opendoor is also exploring partnerships to monetize additional 
services and reduce costs for consumers. The speaker discusses the focus on ancillary services 
such as title and mortgage to oflset spreads. The company plans to expand into other services like 
home insurance, warranties, and moving assistance in the future. Partnerships play a strategic 
role in distributing to more customers and acquiring them at a lower cost. Relationships with 
homebuilders and agents have been successful, with agents viewing the company as a tool to 
ofler their customers more choices. Opendoor has an attractive partnership with [illow that aims 
to increase distribution.
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PALW, Presentation

Jitle: $Palo Alto LetTorks CEO qighlights Innovation in Cybersecurity and Mar-
ket JransFormation at ConFerence
Sep 7, 2023 at 6:45 PM

Nikesh Arora, CEO of Palo Alto Networks, discussed the company's focus on innovation in cy-
bersecurity at a conference. He highlighted their goal of becoming a consolidated platform in 
cybersecurity and their newest platform focused on SOC transformation. Arora emphasized the 
importance of real-time data analysis and mentioned that their company has reduced SOC fixing 
time for their first 10 customers from 6-7 days to an average of 5 hours. He also addressed the 
impact of SEC regulations on customer urgency in embracing SOC transformation. Arora further 
discussed network transformation and the SASE product, stating that there is still a long way to 
go in terms of market transformation. He noted their market leadership in network security and 
cloud security and discussed the competitive environment in the industry, mentioning Microsoft 
and Google as competitors. The sales kickofl emphasized the importance of integration in security 
products and the sales team's excitement about the QSIAM product. The company is expanding 
specialized product oflerings to the broader sales force and highlighting the growth and evolution 
of the business. Arora mentioned that the company is focusing on capturing more of the existing 
TAM rather than relying solely on market growth. The speaker emphasizes the importance of 
having good products and security working together. They mention that companies like Deloitte 
have launched secure software development lifecycle initiatives using Prisma Cloud. The speaker 
also discusses the concept of firewalls, stating that every bit of data needs to be inspected 
for potential threats. They argue that while the manifestation of firewalls may vary &hardware, 
software, SASE8, the need for network security will continue to exist. Additionally, they highlight 
the advantages of software firewalls in terms of maintenance and upgrades.

The speaker discusses the increasing innovation in AI and the need for companies to secure their 
data in order to leverage it for AI. They have two options: building their own solutions or buying 
them. However, it is challenging for them to buy due to the integration costs with their existing 
platforms. The speaker emphasizes their focus on acquiring great technology rather than revenue. 
They mention a successful acquisition that contributed to their revenue.

PAY, Presentation

PAY Jechnology CEO Savneet Singh qighlights ShiFt to SoFtTare-Gocused So-
lutions in Yestaurant Industry Amidst Competition and Emphasis on Customer 
Leeds and Innovation
Sep 6, 2023 at 5:25 PM

Savneet Singh, CEO of PAR Technology, discusses the company's shift to software-focused en-
terprise solutions for the restaurant industry. They face competition from legacy players in the 
enterprise segment and companies like Toast and Square in the SMB space. Singh emphasizes the 
importance of understanding customer needs and continuous innovation. They aim to integrate 
their products into a unified commerce experience and hope to become the dominant player in the 
market. The speaker expects continued growth in operator solutions, particularly in the payments 
sector. They are optimistic about financial growth prospects and potential acquisitions. They also 
discuss the decision to divest their government business.
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PAYA, Presentation

Paramount wlobal CEO Bob Bakish qighlights Progress and Priorities: Integra-
tion oF Paramount7 Tith ShoTtime, Content Dizerentiation, and Partnerships 
Driving Company's Success
Sep 6, 2023 at 6:05 PM

Bob Bakish, CEO of Paramount Global, discussed the company's progress and priorities at a 
conference. He highlighted the integration of Paramount] with Showtime, the sale of Simon $ 
Schuster, and cost streamlining eflorts. Bakish emphasized the importance of content diflerenti-
ation and eWciency in driving the business forward, mentioning the significance of sports content 
and their broad approach to content. He also mentioned the pricing strategy for Paramount], 
expecting 20L growth in average revenue per user &ARP%8 next year. Bakish discussed the early 
experience as an international streamer and the potential for further expansion in that direction. 
The CEO expects the DTC business to reach profitability and achieve margins similar to the TV 
media segment. The company is focused on profitability and is currently in a streaming investment 
phase, which will peak in 2023. They anticipate significant streaming loss improvement in 2024, 
leading to overall earnings growth for the company. Bakish also discussed the relationship be-
tween Paramount and Pay-TV providers, mentioning co-marketing agreements and hard bundle 
models. He emphasized the company's adaptability to the changing media landscape and its focus 
on providing value and additional options for subscribers. The speaker highlights that they have 
multiple deals in place with major MVPDs and vMVPDs in the %S, allowing their linear Showtime 
subscribers to access app credentials. They believe this approach is beneficial for their financial 
model and the evolution of their business. They also expect to grow their linear share and OTT 
business through these partnerships. The speaker acknowledges that the advertising market is 
complex and in"uenced by the economic cycle. They note that the auto category has improved, 
and sports advertising remains strong. They express optimism about the future demand in the 
scatter market. The speaker also discusses the company's strong digital business, with agencies 
and advertising clients continuing to grow their commitments to their digital products. They 
mention a /3 billion DTC business with 90 million monthly reach in the %S, emphasizing the use 
of premium content and data. The CEO expresses confidence in the company's position in sports, 
with long-term deals secured through 2030 and a focus on the sports entertainment hybrid. They 
state that they do not need to participate in further auctions for sports rights and are happy 
with their current portfolio. Bakish also discusses Paramount Pictures' value as an asset for the 
company, driving traditional businesses like theatrical and streaming. He mentions the success 
of franchises like Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and the belief in the benefits of film beyond the 
theatrical window.

The speaker discusses the importance of franchises in driving company performance and men-
tions upcoming movies like a Bob Marley film and (illers of the Flower Moon. They highlight the 
value of being in the Paramount Pictures business and mention the need for a diflerentiated 
streaming oflering. The speaker also emphasizes the power of partnerships and bundling to 
drive consumer relationships and acquisition. They suggest that industry restructuring can occur 
through these partnerships rather than through equity changing hands. Overall, they believe that 
having a compelling oflering for consumers is key in the evolving media landscape.
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PNCY, Presentation

Paycor CEO Yaul Villar Outlines Achievements and wroTth Plans, Empha-
sifes &pmarket Expansion and Karger Customer Gocus
Sep 7, 2023 at 12:30 PM

Paycor CEO Raul Villar discussed the company's achievements and growth plans at a conference. 
Paycor has exceeded its revenue growth goal and expanded into Tier 1 markets. Despite compe-
tition from major players like ADP, Villar believes there are still opportunities in the payroll market. 
Paycor focuses on user experience and product oflerings to target diflerent competitors. The 
company expects revenue drivers from customer growth, cross-selling, and higher average deal 
sizes. Paycor aims to sustain expansion through cross-selling, larger deals, and pricing initiatives. 
The company sees opportunities for expansion within the talent module and believes that payroll, 
HR, and talent will eventually be one module adopted by all businesses. Paycor also discussed its 
focus on larger deals and the needs of enterprise customers. The company recently announced 
an embedded HCM solution that targets ERP software vendors. Paycor views itself as an upmarket 
version of Gusto. The company's core expertise is in payroll, HR, and tax, but they have been 
expanding their talent team through acquisitions and partnerships. The demand and health of 
Paycor's customer base have remained consistent. Overall, the company feels that the business 
environment has remained consistent over the past year.

The speaker believes that moving upmarket and selling to larger customers is the main driver of 
improving KTV to CAC. Karger customers stay longer, leading to better retention rates. The second 
factor is having a more tenured sales force, which increases productivity and reduces the need to 
hire new, less productive people. The speaker suggests that the diflerence in KTV to CAC between 
customers with 100-plus employees and those with fewer than 100 is likely significant, given the 
10x diflerence in average deal size.
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PNPK, Presentation

PayPal CEO Ye(ects on wroTth, Successes, and Guture Priorities in &pcom-
ing Yetirement
Sep 7, 2023 at 4:45 PM

PayPal CEO Dan Schulman re"ects on his time leading the company and discusses his upcom-
ing retirement and successor. %nder Schulman's leadership, PayPal has experienced significant 
growth in active accounts, payment volume, revenue, and EPS. He emphasizes the importance 
of customer-centric decision-making and discusses the company's three strategic priorities: 
improving core checkout, growing their payment service provider &PSP8 business, and driving 
adoption of their digital wallet. Schulman praises interviewer David for taking chances and making 
tough decisions. They discuss the success of their unbranded and PSP platforms, as well as their 
digital wallet, which is used by over 200 million consumers. Schulman acknowledges concerns 
about fragility in consumer spending due to the end of pandemic benefits, high credit levels, and 
rising credit defaults. He expects discretionary spending to increase as in"ation decreases but an-
ticipates a slowdown in travel and entertainment. Schulman discusses the progress made in their 
branded checkout initiatives, including reducing friction in the customer merchant experience 
and implementing new features like Buy Now, Pay Kater. He mentions ongoing experimentation 
and innovation in checkout and highlights the combination of shopping tools and payments on 
their app. Schulman then shifts focus to the PSP part of their business, specifically their unbrand-
ed platform for small businesses and channel partners called PayPal Complete Payments &PPCP8. 
He describes PPCP as a huge opportunity and a market they haven't touched with products in 
a long time. Schulman discusses their initial success with PPCP, their partnerships with major 
companies, and the high-margin business it oflers. They also brie"y mention Braintree, their 
unbranded platform for big enterprise clients, and its recent wins. The speaker emphasizes the 
importance of driving their PSP &Payment Service Provider8 businesses and mentions that they 
are winning in the market. They explain that their strategy is to capture about 20L of the market 
share by oflering competitive pricing, high uptime, and better authorization rates and loss rates 
than their competitors. They plan to double down on this strategy and leverage their unbranded 
or PSP business to improve their branded checkout and utilize their vast amount of data to create 
unique value propositions using AI. The speaker also discusses their focus on driving digital wallet 
adoption, specifically mentioning Venmo. They express interest in combining the experiences 
of Venmo and PayPal and monetizing the Venmo app. They mention several opportunities for 
growth with Venmo, including expanding Pay with Venmo, attaching cards to Venmo, improving 
interoperability between PayPal and Venmo, and connecting merchants more closely with Venmo 
users. Schulman also highlights the success of their Buy Now, Pay Kater feature, which has 
the best value proposition in the market and has increased checkout volumes and decreased 
churn for merchants. Finally, they brie"y discuss PayPal's stablecoin, PayPal %SD, and its role 
in their broader strategy. The speaker believes that the financial system needs to upgrade its 
infrastructure, and they think that central bank digital currencies &CBDCs8 or stablecoins will play 
a major role in this. They believe that their stablecoin launch could be one of the most important 
and innovative things they have done, as it has the potential to redefine the financial system. They 
emphasize the importance of working with regulators and ensuring transparency and compliance. 
They also discuss the potential benefits of AI in terms of eWciency and productivity improvements 
in software development.

The speaker discusses the transformation of PayPal from using old C]] libraries to a fully ser-
vice-oriented platform. They express confidence in the future of PayPal under the leadership of 
the new CEO and mention their own plans after leaving the company, which include exploring 
various opportunities. The speaker also highlights their pride in PayPal's eflorts to be a responsible 
global corporate citizen by addressing societal issues.
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PJOL, Presentation

Peloton's Progress and Guture Plans: Grom Yeduced Cash Burn to Expanding In-
ternational Markets
Sep 6, 2023 at 11:10 AM

Peloton CFO Kiz Coddington discussed the company's progress and key learnings over the past 
year. They have reduced cash burn and operating expenses while launching new initiatives. Their 
long-term strategy is to create the best fitness experience through personalization and improving 
the app. Peloton aims to attract more customers through bike rentals, refurbished products, 
and a free tier of the app. They face competition but believe they have the most comprehensive 
oflering. They are focused on engaging and converting app users into paid members. Peloton 
has also launched Peloton for business, allowing commercial companies to access the platform. 
They are expanding their fitness mandate through innovative content and exploring areas like 
strength training, gaming, augmented reality, and virtual reality. In terms of retail distribution, 
they have partnerships with platforms like Amazon and DIC('S Sporting Goods. Peloton plans to 
expand into new international markets by considering factors such as market size, demographics, 
technology infrastructure, logistics, and content oflerings. They have improved their hardware 
cost structure and eWciency. )hile they experienced negative hardware gross margins in +4, they 
expect significantly positive margins in quarters with higher sales. Their primary goal is to optimize 
hardware gross margin using the KTV to CAC framework. They aim for an KTV to CAC ratio of 2 to 3x. 
Peloton has been rationalizing inventory, which has lowered costs and improved freight expenses. 
They expect negative free cash "ow in the first half of the fiscal year due to inventory purchasing, 
marketing spending, and one-time cash costs. However, they expect to be solidly positive in the 
second half of the year. Their target is to reach free cash "ow breakeven or slightly positive for the 
full year. The top priorities for the next 12 months are returning to growth, accelerating subscribers 
and revenue, launching new initiatives, scaling successful ones, and maintaining cost discipline 
and eWcient operations.
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%YVO, Presentation

%orvo's wroTth, Success, and Innovation in the Cellular Market: An Earn-
ings Call Summary
Sep 7, 2023 at 6:45 PM

During an earnings call, Toshiya Hari from Goldman Sachs introduces himself and the +orvo team. 
Grant Brown, CFO, discusses the company's growth and success in various markets, predicting 
gross margins will trend back to 50L and above. The team answers questions about the near-term 
outlook, revenue drivers, Android channel inventory, and base station demand. They discuss areas 
of elevated inventory outside of Android and potential consumer-related exposure in )iFi. +orvo 
expects growth in the Android 5G market and highlights opportunities in antenna tuning and 
%HB. They also mention planning for 6G and address weakness in their China business. The field 
application engineers play a crucial role in helping customers integrate RF products into their 
phones. The competition in this field remains intense, but +orvo has maintained strong customer 
relationships. The recovery in China is expected to be gradual, with the penetration of 5G being 
the main driver for growth. The company follows a waterfall approach when allocating capital, 
prioritizing working capital and CapEx first, followed by organic and inorganic growth. They have 
no concerns about working capital and have been becoming more eWcient with CapEx. They are 
investing in nascent businesses within their CSG and ACG segments, as well as in opportunities 
within HPA. They will be looking at their 2024 notes as they mature and then return the remaining 
funds to shareholders through share repurchases. The company has been acquisitive in the past, 
focusing on small-scale tuck-in bolt-ons. They have had success with their acquisitions and look 
for businesses that align with their strategic goals. The speaker emphasizes the broad customer 
exposure and good relationship with handset OEMs, as well as the collaborative nature of their 
customer relationships. They highlight their strong position across major smartphone customers 
and their innovation in the cellular space.

The company is experiencing a smaller MHB due to innovation in circuit design and die side. They 
are focused on innovating heavily in the cellular market and expect to see the benefits of this in 
the future. There is still a lot of fascinating innovation happening in cellular technology.
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YDGL, Presentation

Yed"n's CGO Discusses Strategy, Expansion Ezorts, and Guture Outlook in Gire-
side Chat
Sep 7, 2023 at 12:30 PM

During a fireside chat at the Goldman Sachs Communacopia and Technology Conference, Redfin's 
CFO, Chris Nielsen, discussed the company's strategy and expansion eflorts in its core businesses, 
as well as its rental and mortgage strategies. Despite challenges posed by tight inventory levels 
and rising mortgage interest rates, Redfin has been able to outgrow competitors in terms of traWc 
this year. The company remains cautious about the outlook for next year and has implemented 
cost reductions, including shutting down its iBuying business. Redfin is focused on helping cus-
tomers navigate the challenging housing market and building relationships early in the process. 
The company sees opportunities in increasing website traWc and improving lead conversion. 
They have been successful in improving search engine optimization and search rankings, with 
paid search on Google being their most successful marketing channel. Redfin also generates 
traWc through providing recommendations and up-to-date information to customers who have 
already visited their website or mobile application. The partner-agent strategy has become more 
important for Redfin, with an increasing percentage of customer inquiries going to partner agents. 
Redfin has also invested heavily in rentals and has seen revenue growth accelerate as they 
provide more services to customers and attract more apartment owners with better advertising 
capabilities. The acquisition of Bay Equity has helped drive the mortgage business, with poten-
tial for further growth. Redfin believes digital revenue, including advertising on redfin.com and 
marketplace connections for non-Bay Equity lenders, is an important source of profits and will 
continue to explore monetization opportunities. Redfin has also partnered with [illow for new 
construction listings, which is expected to generate revenue growth. The speaker discusses the 
importance of new construction in the real estate market due to the limited availability of existing 
homes for sale. They mention their partnership with [illow to provide listings for new construction, 
which will generate extra revenue and benefit consumers. )hen asked about expectations for 
home transactions in the next 6 quarters, the speaker acknowledges that mortgage interest rates 
have not decreased as anticipated, which may impact transaction volume. They remain cautious 
about the future and do not provide specific commentary on 2024. Redfin has been repurchasing 
its own 2025 notes and will continue to consider capital allocation and opportunities in the open 
markets. The CFO is particularly excited about the profitability of the mortgage business in the 
long term and the potential for growth in digital advertising.
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YEKN, Presentation

Yemitly's Digital-Girst Approach and Pro"table wroTth: A Kook into Guture Op-
portunities and Strategic Investments
Sep 7, 2023 at 4:45 PM

Remitly CEO Matt Oppenheimer discussed the company's growth and success, emphasizing their 
digital-first approach and focus on profit and revenue per transaction. They have invested in 
machine learning models and a larger team to prevent fraud and improve the customer experience. 
Remitly has implemented systems for faster growth and has been adding new corridors at a 
significant pace. They believe that digital disbursement is the future and have seen improve-
ments in customer acquisition costs due to their marketing playbook and reliable service. The 
company is confident in their ability to adjust to the digital advertising environment. Remitly 
considers their current level of quarterly active users as a new baseline for future growth and 
believes their structural advantages and disciplined investments will drive continued success. 
They also prioritize profitability while maintaining rapid growth and have a thoughtful approach to 
stock-based compensation. Remitly is exploring other opportunities around remittance through 
their complementary product strategy but does not disclose details publicly.

The speaker emphasizes the importance of allowing the team working on new products to focus 
on customers rather than stakeholders, as that is where the value is created. They mention being 
prudent with capital allocation and express excitement about future investments. The company 
has a clean balance sheet and positive free cash "ow, giving them opportunities for capital alloca-
tion. They plan to continue investing in their platform and customer experience while maintaining 
a strong balance sheet. The speaker mentions that they have a high bar for M$A opportunities and 
prioritize organic growth as their core strategy.

YLw, Presentation

YingCentral's Plans For wroTth, AI Gocus, and LeT CEO: Insights From wold-
man Sachs IntervieT
Sep 7, 2023 at 1:50 PM

Goldman Sachs' (urt Simon interviews Vlad Shmunis and Sonalee Parekh from RingCentral about 
their plans and the appointment of Tarek Robbiati as CEO. They discuss RingCentral's difleren-
tiation in the market, their focus on AI, partnerships, and the importance of trust and security. 
They also talk about their expansion into new areas like contact center and AI while maintaining 
their brand values. The speakers believe that AI presents a significant opportunity for growth and 
highlight the value of customer segmentation and innovation. They mention the success of their 
partnership with NICE inContact and the complementary nature of their products. They emphasize 
the potential for sustainable growth and profitability.

The speaker mentions that the company has made significant progress in improving its operating 
margins, with a guided increase to at least 1X.5L this year. They acknowledge that future improve-
ments may not be as substantial, but mention the inherent operating leverage in the company's 
model. They also express confidence in the new leadership and the actions taken in the previous 
year, which will continue to bring positive results in the future. The speaker concludes by thanking 
everyone and mentioning that the closing bell will be televised.
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YIVL, Presentation

Yivian's CGO Outlines Plans For Increased Production, Pro"tability, and Expan-
sion
Sep 7, 2023 at 1:50 PM

Rivian's CFO, Claire McDonough, discussed the company's plans for increased production and 
profitability. They are focusing on scaling up production volumes, introducing new technologies, 
reducing material costs, and pricing dynamics to drive profitability. The company expects to reach 
positive gross profit in 2024. They have seen de"ation in battery cell raw material prices, which 
will benefit Rivian. McDonough mentioned that Rivian is investing in its workforce by oflering 
competitive wages and equity to employees. They are considering price reductions in the R2 model 
and expanding into the European market with their commercial vehicle. Rivian has a backlog 
of orders and is working to reduce wait times. They consider unit economics, long-term margin 
targets, market trends, and customer value proposition when setting prices. Rivian plans to lever-
age government incentives to expand its charging network and ofler software and services for a 
monthly fee. They have invested in Mobile Service operations to improve the consumer experience. 
Rivian has controlled CapEx but expects an increase as they prepare for the launch of the R2 
vehicle in 2026. They have a significant amount of cash on hand to fund operations through 2025 
and will maintain a conservative balance sheet position. They are focusing on proximity to service 
centers for aftersales care and plan to add more service centers and expand their Mobile Service 
"eet.

qOOD, Presentation

Yobinhood's CEO Outlines Mission to Democratife Ginance and Expand Interna-
tionally, qighlighting Success oF wold Subscription and Q1 AcXuisition
Sep 7, 2023 at 5:25 PM

The CEO of Robinhood, Vlad Tenev, discussed the company's mission to democratize finance and 
provide underserved individuals with access to high-quality financial services. He highlighted their 
growth in user base and monetization eflorts, including the success of their gold subscription 
product. Tenev mentioned their focus on driving user growth and cross-selling, as well as expand-
ing into international markets. They have gained market share in equities, options, and crypto 
trading, and have diversified their oflerings through the Q1 acquisition. The CEO emphasized the 
development of their retirement oflering and partnerships with gig economy platforms. Their gold 
membership oflers a 3L contribution match, resembling a typical employer's 401&k8 match. The 
recent acquisition of Q1, a modern credit card oflering, is seen as a valuable addition to Robinhood's 
customer base. The CEO believes their rewards program and unique features attract customers 
under the age of 40. International expansion, particularly in the %(, is seen as a big opportunity 
for Robinhood. Customer satisfaction is measured in various ways, and the company engages with 
customers directly to improve their trading experience. The CEO discusses the company's focus 
on understanding and listening to their customers, streamlining operations, and building a lean 
and scrappy technology company. They aim for scalability and potential margin growth with their 
modern cloud native stack. The CEO emphasizes the importance of regulatory compliance and the 
company's large balance sheet for potential acquisitions and investments in marketing. In terms 
of future plans, Robinhood will launch in the %(, roll out new products like a credit card, and have 
surprises in store for active traders, potentially in the futures market.
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YOP, Presentation

Yoper Jechnologies: Driving Organic wroTth and Strategic AcXuisi-
tions For Small Business Success
Sep 6, 2023 at 11:10 AM

Roper Technologies is a multi-industry company focused on industrials and materials. They prior-
itize organic growth through a portfolio of 27 companies that are leaders in small markets. They 
also use excess free cash "ow for acquisitions, with their portfolio now consisting of 75L software 
and 25L products. Roper aims to help small businesses achieve sustained organic growth through 
strategic thinking, execution, and talent development. They have high gross margins and low 
capital intensity, allowing for strong cash returns. Their M$A process involves understanding 
opportunities, developing relationships, due diligence, and acting opportunistically. Roper is cur-
rently more active in pursuing bolt-on acquisitions to capture synergies and drive growth. They 
aim to be slightly earlier in their timing for acquisitions to create value for shareholders. The 
company emphasizes being dispassionate and patient in their capital deployment approach. They 
believe that the disconnect between sellers' expectations and buyers' willingness to pay in terms 
of cost of capital will be resolved when the Federal Reserve starts easing or stops tightening. Roper 
has adjusted their return on equity evaluation based on the increased cost of debt. The company's 
portfolio consists of product businesses that do not experience cyclical demand patterns. If in the 
future it is determined that the valuation of the enterprise is being held back or full shareholder 
value recognition is not achieved, the portfolio will be reassessed. The company believes its 
vertical software solutions have a competitive advantage over horizontal software providers due 
to their ability to solve specific problems out of the box, domain expertise, and lower total cost of 
ownership. The company has a track record of high cash "ow growth and aims to create the best 
value-creating enterprise possible.

YOVY, Presentation

Yover's Disruptive Rourney: Capturing the Z fl Billion Pet Care Market and Ex-
panding Internationally
Sep 6, 2023 at 6:45 PM

Rover, an online marketplace for pet services, aims to disrupt the traditional pet care industry and 
capture a significant portion of the /70 billion %.S. market. The company has expanded its services 
beyond overnight care and has seen consistent growth in its consumer base. They plan to invest 
in improving their platform and expanding internationally, particularly in Europe. Rover charges 
fees to both pet care providers and pet owners and is cautious about making changes to their 
monetization methods. Cancellation rates spiked during the pandemic but have since moderated. 
Rover aims for 20L to 25L revenue growth and greater than 30L EBITDA margin. They focus 
on marginal customer acquisition and adjust marketing spend accordingly. The company is open 
to investing in the business, expanding service oflerings through M$A, and returning capital to 
shareholders through buybacks or dividends. They have not found many exciting opportunities for 
M$A due to valuation discrepancies between private and public markets. Overall, Rover believes 
they are on the right path to reach their long-term targets.

The speaker discussed their key priorities for the business over the next year, including investing in 
the business and capitalizing on opportunities. They mentioned goals such as reaching /1 billion in 
sales and expanding market share in European markets. Overall, they emphasized the importance 
of executing their business strategy. The audience thanked the Rover team for their presentation 
at the conference.
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SBAC, Presentation

Brendan Cavanagh to Jake Over as CEO oF SBA Communications, Gocusing 
on Kong-Jerm Decisions and Embracing Jechnology
Sep 6, 2023 at 1:50 PM

Brendan Cavanagh, the CFO of SBA Communications, will become the CEO after Yefl Stoops 
retires. He plans to maintain the company's culture and financial discipline while focusing on 
long-term decisions and embracing technology. The recent master lease agreement with AT$T 
was seen as a win-win, and Cavanagh believes evolving relationships with customers will benefit 
both parties. The company has agreements with other big customers and is open to discussing 
new ones. The leasing environment has slowed down, but the outlook is raised due to the AT$T 
agreement. The potential acquisition of %.S. Cellular would have a small impact on revenue. Around 
half of the company's sites are upgraded for 5G, and there is still leasing opportunity. Having a 
fourth facilities-based operator, like DISH, is important for the company's long-term plan. In Brazil, 
consolidation has led to churn, but the future for leasing is strong. The company aims to grow its 
portfolio by 5L to 10L annually and is open to M$A opportunities. They focus on finding unique 
opportunities and expanding in existing markets, but may also consider new markets. Ancillary 
businesses are considered if they benefit the tower business. The company's focus is on financial 
analysis and making investments that provide a return to shareholders. They aim to limit exposure 
to non-%.S. dollar-denominated revenues and prioritize growth opportunities internationally. The 
company has historically maintained higher leverage compared to other tower companies, as it 
allows them to invest in assets with higher returns. They have been paying down debt but do 
not have a specific threshold for leverage and will remain "exible based on the rate environment. 
The primary factors that in"uence their comfort with leverage are interest rates and the potential 
use of capital. Currently, they are prioritizing debt paydown, but eventually, buybacks may be 
considered as a way to add value. The company's primary focus is on medium to long-term AFFO 
per share growth, but the dividend is also growing rapidly and will become a more meaningful part 
of the value proposition for shareholders in the future.

S, Presentation

SentinelOne CEO and CGO Discuss Endpoint Security Importance, wenera-
tive AI Potential, and Market Opportunities
Sep 6, 2023 at 2:30 PM

SentinelOne CEO and CFO discussed the importance of endpoint security and the potential of 
generative AI and conversational capabilities. They believe their platform is unique and oflers 
various solutions in one. They mention market opportunities beyond Microsoft and prioritize iden-
tifying easy opportunities to win while pursuing the Palo estate. They note the market for endpoint 
security is large and see growth in the MSSP segment. They state that there have been no new 
breakthrough technologies from competitors in the past 3 years. They mention budget constraints 
but work with customers to provide the best service at a reasonable price. The company is seeing 
growth in customer count and has raised guidance based on short-term outlook. They emphasize 
net new ARR growth and total revenue as important metrics. They see a push towards MSSPs 
due to budget constraints and diWculty in acquiring talent. They mention the resilience of their 
MSSP ecosystem and highlight the benefits of their multi-tenancy capabilities. They also mention 
the importance of focusing on specific capabilities relevant to each part of the market. They are 
experiencing positive dynamics and see room for growth in the market.
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LOW, Presentation

ServiceLoT CEO Bill McDermott Outlines Vision For Guture as Keading Enter-
prise SoFtTare Company
Sep 6, 2023 at 4:05 PM

Bill McDermott, CEO of ServiceNow, spoke at a Goldman Sachs event about the company's future 
and goals. He emphasized the importance of platforms over individual apps and highlighted the 
success of ServiceNow's solutions during COVID-19. McDermott aims to make ServiceNow the 
super platform for the enterprise and believes in catering to citizen developers and the increasing 
demand for app development. The company is focused on vertical solutions and industry-specific 
solutions to drive customer retention and revenue uplift. The partnership with NVIDIA in gener-
ative AI was a key moment, and ServiceNow is releasing Vancouver, which will bring innovation 
in AI, IT, employee experience, and customer service management. The company expects growth 
in IT budgets in 2024, with increased spend on Platform as a Service and Software as a Service. 
McDermott sees the current moment as crucial for companies to invest in AI, and believes Servi-
ceNow is well-positioned to capitalize on this opportunity as a first mover in the enterprise SaaS 
PaaS market. The company has a strong product roadmap and is confident in its ability to deliver 
value to customers. The main focus is to prioritize customer interests and provide them with value. 
ServiceNow believes that their use cases have a high return on investment and ofler more value 
than their competitors. They see a growing market for their AI solutions and believe it is the right 
time for innovation. The company is working hard to bring these solutions to market and has a 
strong partnership with NVIDIA. The team at ServiceNow is dedicated to building the next great 
thing and making a diflerence in the world.

The speaker discusses the value of their company's data, highlighting that they have access to 
enterprise data and have been working with it for 20 years. They emphasize the importance of 
their one platform with one CMDB architecture, which allows them to protect customer data and 
ofler highly secure and refined services. They also mention that their controlled environment and 
use cases result in less GP% consumption and lower costs. The speaker expresses gratitude for 
the audience's interest and promises to continue working hard to become the leading enterprise 
software company in the 21st century.
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GO&Y, Presentation

ShiFt)'s wroTth and Diversi"cation Strategies: Expanding Verticals, KoT-
er Costs, and International Expansion
Sep 6, 2023 at 1:10 PM

Shift4 has seen significant growth since its IPO and has diversified into pandemic-resilient in-
dustries. They plan to expand into other verticals and increase average revenue per user through 
gateway conversions and other strategies. Shift4 believes it has a competitive advantage over 
competitors like Toast, oflering lower costs and a better overall experience. They aim to continue 
winning in the hotel and restaurant verticals and expand internationally. Bringing indirect distrib-
ution in-house has been beneficial for the company. Their migration to cloud-based solutions has 
been justified by the success of the SkyTab platform. Shift4 aims to convert third-party payment 
volume to their own gateway. The company believes that an ambush-based approach to business 
acquisitions is more eflective than heavy advertising spending. Successful acquisitions have 
allowed them to gain market share at a lower cost. Shift4 attributes its success in the stadium 
industry to its understanding of the merchant and fan experience. They have expanded into 
ticketing and secured volume through negotiations with sports and entertainment companies. 
International expansion is progressing well, with the Finaro deal expected to close soon. Shift4 
is also considering further geographic expansion. In the eCommerce industry, they acknowledge 
the competitive dynamics in North America but remain confident in their position. The speaker is 
comfortable with the current state of their business and expects a blended basis of 65 basis points 
for the year. They anticipate continued upmarket wins and international expansion to contribute 
to higher take rates. The speaker emphasizes transparency and learning from past mistakes in 
providing guidance. They believe that 65 basis points is a good starting point for this year and 
sets the base for a new normal in 2024. In terms of capital allocation, the speaker mentions the 
possibility of pursuing distribution deals related to SkyTab in Europe. They express confidence in 
their authorization and settlement platform, Finaro, and the demand for the SkyTab product in 
Europe. Continued geographic expansion is also a priority for the company.
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SqOP, Presentation

ShopiFy's CGO Explores Guture Iterations oF Sidekick and the Bene"ts For Mer-
chants
Sep 7, 2023 at 4:45 PM

In a conversation with Goldman Sachs, Shopify's CFO, Yefl Hoflmeister, discusses the potential 
of future iterations of Sidekick and the benefits it brings to merchants. They also emphasize the 
advantages of Audiences for Plus merchants in making advertising decisions. Shopify is helping 
merchants adapt to changes in marketing and advertising, including privacy changes. They ex-
press support for partnerships with companies like (laviyo, Stripe, Adyen, Uotpo, and Flexport. 
The recent partnership with Amazon Buy with Prime allows merchants to maintain control over 
their data while accessing the scale provided by Amazon's marketplace. The speaker believes 
that oflering more choices to merchants makes their platform more appealing. They mention the 
progress in retailer point-of-sale technology and winning retail-only merchants. Shopify aims 
to attract larger customers through product enhancements like Plus, Hydrogen, Oxygen, and 
CCS. The speaker does not foresee automatic price escalations in the near future but periodically 
evaluates products and considers price changes based on delivered value. They discuss the 
cross-selling strategy and being systematic about it using data. The speaker emphasizes the 
importance of introducing new products, thoughtful expenses, and budgeting as priorities.

The Sidekick project is designed to be a support system for entrepreneurs, helping them with var-
ious aspects such as website layout, product oflerings, geographic expansion, and data analysis. 
It aims to provide valuable insights and guidance to entrepreneurs in areas they may not have 
considered before.

SLOW, Presentation

SnoT(ake CGO qighlights Company woals, &pcoming Geatures, and Competi-
tive Kandscape at woldman Sachs Jech ConFerence
Sep 7, 2023 at 5:25 PM

Michael Scarpelli, CFO of Snow"ake, discussed the company's goals and upcoming features at the 
Goldman Sachs technology conference. He emphasized the importance of seamless customer 
experience and highlighted the potential impact of Snowpark on company growth. Scarpelli also 
talked about the benefits of containerized services and data sharing, as well as competition 
from Databricks and hyperscalers like Google Big+uery. He mentioned optimization eflorts by 
Snow"ake and customers, expressed satisfaction with consumption patterns, and discussed 
a contract agreement with Instacart. Scarpelli also mentioned considering Oracle OCI and the 
competitive landscape in the data warehousing market. The speaker mentions that they have 
replaced a lot of Hadoop, S+K server, first-gen cloud, Redshift, and Big+uery implementations. 
They believe these replacements were necessary due to scalability issues, failed implementations, 
high costs, and price increases. The speaker expresses confidence in Snow"ake's ability to reach 
its /10 billion product revenue target, citing new products, acquisitions, and the open-sourcing 
of Klama 2 by Meta as significant advantages. They also acknowledge the potential competition 
from new companies in the future.

The speaker mentions that it may not be Google in the future, but possibly OCI. They conclude by 
thanking Mike.
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SOGI, Presentation

SoGi: JransForming into a Comprehensive Ginancial Services Provider Tith Per-
sonalifed and Cost-Ezective Products
Sep 6, 2023 at 4:05 PM

The CEO of SoFi, Anthony Noto, discusses the company's transition to a comprehensive financial 
services provider and their goal of providing personalized and cost-eflective products. They have 
focused on increasing brand awareness and gaining market share from top banks. SoFi recently 
obtained a bank charter, leading to lower funding costs and increased lending capacity. The acqui-
sition of Galileo and Technisys has enhanced SoFi's technology capabilities. They emphasize the 
importance of considering both the product experience and the financial value proposition when 
developing new products. SoFi has seen significant growth in revenue, EBITDA, and membership 
numbers, with their top products being SoFi Money and SoFi Relay. They aim to achieve a 20L to 
30L target ROE by improving EBITDA and net income margins. SoFi is confident in their long-term 
margin on an EBITDA basis and their ability to reach /1 billion in net operating profit after tax. They 
highlight their success in product development and innovation, launching seven businesses in 
five years. The mobile app plays a crucial role in the SoFi consumer value proposition, providing 
personalized solutions and answering three financial questions for users every day. SoFi's apps 
and member home feed are designed to address the three key questions users have about their 
finances. The technology platform plays a crucial role in SoFi's strategy by allowing them to 
innovate quickly, be a low-cost operator, and potentially ofler their technology to other companies 
in the fintech industry. SoFi's mission is consumer-focused and everything they do is to help their 
members achieve financial independence.

SPOJ, Presentation

SpotiFy's CGO Yeveals wroTth Strategies and Market Opportunities at ConFer-
ence Session
Sep 6, 2023 at 11:50 AM

Paul Vogel, CFO of Spotify, discussed the company's growth and market opportunities in a con-
ference session. He highlighted factors contributing to their growth, such as expanding into new 
markets, improving the product, and launching innovative features like AI DY. The company aims 
to reach 1 billion users and has found that growing the number of free users leads to an increase in 
subscribers. Partnerships with over 2,000 partners have also contributed to the user base. Despite 
facing competition, Spotify has succeeded due to its product and focus on innovation. Raising 
prices had little impact on user numbers or churn, as Spotify believes that having all audio needs 
in one app is advantageous for consumers. The company plans to reaccelerate revenue growth by 
increasing user numbers, implementing price increases, and improving advertising monetization. 
They are confident in their ability to hit their targets and believe they have been a major contributor 
to the growth of the podcasting industry.

The speaker acknowledged that both of the mentioned points are just the beginning and ex-
pressed strong commitment towards them. They thanked Paul and requested everyone to join in 
thanking Spotify for their participation in the conference.
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S%, Presentation

Amrita Ahuja, Block's COO and CGO, Shares wroTth Strategies and Jrends 
For SXuare, Cash App, and AFterpay at ConFerence
Sep 6, 2023 at 1:50 PM

Amrita Ahuja, COO and CFO of Block, discussed the growth strategies and trends of Square, Cash 
App, and Afterpay at a conference. She highlighted customer acquisition, churn, and GPV per 
seller as important factors for growth. Amrita emphasized Block's investment discipline and cost 
initiatives. For Cash App, she talked about the current trends and the significance of customer 
acquisition, retention, and monetization rates. The company plans to enhance its commerce 
capabilities and leverage its assets across the entire ecosystem. Regarding Square seller, software 
plays a crucial role in providing seamless experiences and real-time data to larger sellers. They 
have experienced significant growth with mid-market sellers and plan to continue expanding 
with this segment. Square has recently launched several important products that help create a 
marketplace for sellers and their customers. They have also implemented verticalization within 
their sales teams to better understand seller needs. Square Banking has experienced strong 
growth, with Square Koans, Instant Transfer, and the Square Debit Card resonating well with 
merchants. Newer products such as the credit card beta, monthly fixed-term loan product, and 
international expansion of Square loans have shown promising traction. The company balances 
between top-line growth and managing credit losses by using real-time AI and machine learning 
models. Continued product velocity and adhering to their investment framework are the two most 
important next steps for Block over the next 3 to 5 years.

JM&S, Presentation

J-Mobile CEO Announces Z19 Billion Capital Yeturns Program, Explores Expan-
sion Opportunities and Expresses Grustration Tith wovernment Delay in Broad-
band Kicenses
Sep 6, 2023 at 1:10 PM

T-Mobile CEO Mike Sievert announced plans for a /19 billion capital returns program, including 
dividends and share repurchases. The company aims to return up to /60 billion to shareholders 
by 2025 or early 2026. They also plan to reduce the company's headcount by 5,000 employees. 
Despite increased competition in the wireless sector, T-Mobile remains confident in its strong 
network and value oflerings. The company is exploring ways to meet customer demand, including 
expanding its 5G broadband business and entering new markets. T-Mobile is tracking ahead of 
goals in rural and enterprise segments, with plans to increase market share. The CEO expresses 
excitement about the potential for further growth and mentions that they would consider accel-
erating their rural strategy if the opportunity arose. Additionally, the CEO discusses the outlook 
for the prepaid market and the importance of T-Mobile's Metro brand. Finally, the CEO highlights 
T-Mobile's first-mover advantage in deploying its 5G network and expects to sustain this lead 
through continued execution of their plan.

The speaker is expressing frustration with the government's delay in delivering Auction 10X 
licenses, which is preventing millions of people from having competitive home broadband and 
better 5G service. They are eager to obtain these licenses and believe that once acquired, they 
can quickly provide improved services to 50 million people within two days.
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JOSJ, Presentation

Joast Announces Management Jransition and Gocuses on Expansion, 
wroTth, and Customer Success in the Yestaurant Industry
Sep 7, 2023 at 11:10 AM

Toast, an all-in-one platform for the restaurant industry, has announced a management transition 
with Chris Comparato stepping down as CEO and Aman Narang taking over. The company aims 
to solve challenges faced by the restaurant industry by oflering comprehensive solutions. Toast 
currently serves 10L of restaurants in the %S and sees potential for growth and expansion in 
the market. They recently won a contract with Marriott and are excited about becoming an 
approved vendor for the hospitality industry. Toast is focused on expanding its customer base and 
increasing average revenue per user &ARP%8 through a land and expand strategy. They believe 
they have pricing power and multiple ways to increase ARP%. The company acknowledges the 
importance of maintaining trust when raising prices and will be careful in their approach. Toast 
expects stability in GPV trends but acknowledges that in"ation tailwinds may moderate in the 
future. Their go-to-market approach is segmented based on diflerent market segments, with a 
focus on building relationships and ensuring customer success. They see potential in emerging 
markets, growth markets, and "ywheel markets. The company plans to invest and scale in these 
markets. The core business and international expansion have been driving growth, with potential 
contribution from partnerships like Marriott in the future. Toast Capital, which oflers loans to 
customers, uses the power of data to make credit decisions. They have a lot of insight into their 
customers' activity and manage risk through payment volume repayments. Toast Tables, a module 
for waitlist and reservations, diflerentiates itself from incumbents by oflering a native solution 
within the Toast platform, reducing the need for separate solutions. Customers have responded 
positively to the product.

The speaker discusses Toast Tables, a product that allows restaurants to manage reservations and 
table operations. They mention that thousands of restaurants are using Toast Tables because it 
oflers "exibility and is easy to use. The product is connected to the restaurant's guest data, which 
helps them understand customer behavior. The speaker also mentions that customers have been 
asking for first-party digital experiences, and Toast Tables is an example of that. The integration 
of diflerent features within the platform creates value for both the restaurant and its customers.

JWKO, Presentation

Excitement and Vision: Day + oF the ConFerence Ends on a qigh Lote
Sep 7, 2023 at 1:50 PM

The speaker expresses excitement about the conference and praises the high energy and quality 
of the companies and content on day 3. They thank Yefl for attending and inquire about the 
long-term vision and goals of his company. Yefl responds by stating that the goal remains un-
changed but the progress in generative AI has enhanced their vision. He explains how AI can 
transform customer engagement and communication, giving examples of marketing journeys 
and the newly launched product Generative Yourneys. Yefl emphasizes the potential of AI to 
improve marketing teams and reduce costs significantly. This vision extends beyond marketing to 
other functions within a company, enabled by customer data and various channels. The speaker 
acknowledges Twilio's position in the marketing automation space but highlights the importance 
of data and communications as foundational assets. They ask about the synergies between the 
communications and applications business and what else can be leveraged from the commu-
nications platform. Yefl explains how customers come to them for specific use cases and they 
have aligned their stack to cater to those needs. The opportunity is to upsell customers into 
solutions that solve their problems rather than building it themselves. The speaker then asks a 
macro question about the state of the economy, to which Yefl responds with a more positive view. 
The speaker believes that if the economy stabilizes and there is a soft landing, there will be a 
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shift towards a more normal economy where companies focus on eWciency and long-term invest-
ments. Software plays a crucial role in making companies more eWcient, and the speaker expects 
conversations with customers to revolve around building a strong competitive stance through 
software and AI investments. This would bring back a sense of normalcy in the business world. 
The speaker then pivots the conversation back to generative AI and its implications for Twilio's Flex 
contact center product. They mention the potential for disruption in the contact center industry 
and ask about some of the announcements coming out of SIGNAK, specifically related to Flex 
%nify and Agent Assist. Yefl explains that they are preparing for the contact center to become 
an automation platform, shifting away from human work"ow and towards managing automation. 
He shares insights from industry analysts who predict a decrease in the number of contact center 
seats in the future. Yefl believes that this shift towards automation will disrupt SaaS companies 
that monetize per seat, as AI technology may make it possible to operate with fewer seats. Twilio's 
focus is on automation and leveraging customer data and communications channels to solve 
this problem. They recently launched CustomerAI, which aims to build AI solutions for customer 
service, sales, and support contexts. The speaker believes that the development of computers that 
can reason through diWcult problems is a significant innovation comparable to the impact of the 
Internet. They mention that although they don't fully understand how these machines work, the 
outcomes are similar to human reasoning. In terms of pricing, the speaker suggests moving away 
from per seat pricing and towards models based on conversations and data involved. The speaker 
also discusses their revenue growth targets and plans to scale their go-to-market machine for 
certain products. The company is facing challenges due to decreased marketing budgets and 
fewer users to track on their website. However, they are well positioned to capitalize on the growth 
that will come with increased economic activity without having to spend much on investment. 
They have reduced their company size and have a strong cost structure in place. The future 
looks promising in terms of profitability, as they can drop a lot of gross profit to the bottom line. 
)hile a severe recession could be an impediment, it is not currently expected. %sage trends have 
stabilized, and the company's go-to-market eflorts have the potential to increase usage volumes 
and revenue. The speaker believes that investing in use cases for AI will be highly incentivized and 
lead to significant productivity increases. They give an example of how deploying AI in their own 
business resulted in a 1,000x productivity increase. They compare this to the industrial revolution, 
where automation led to more eWcient processes and new job opportunities. )hile they don't have 
all the answers, they believe AI will lead to similar transitions and economic growth. The speaker 
mentions Bill McDermott's bullish stance on IT spending next year. It seems like this whole stability 
theme is actually -- rates start to come down. )e're not economists. Uou're not, I'm not either. But 
if things start to stabilize, maybe we unfreeze some of the budgets that have come under so much 
scrutiny. Do you think there's a possibility that next year could be a better year overall for software  
)ell, you know what's interesting is this. Somebody actually asked me in the session just before I 
came down here, they said, if people are going to invest in AI, where is that budget going to come 
from  Kike who's going to be the loser in that story  And I thought about it for a second, because 
it actually wasn't something I've necessarily thought about in the past, but it did strike me that I 
don't think there needs to be a loser in that story. Because if you get as much eWciency gain as 
I think companies can get with AI, the ROI and the speed of that ROI pays for itself. And so you 
don't have to have a loser. indiscernible  investment, but it's just going to pay back so quickly that 
naturally you get that notion of like eWciency gain and the software industry can return to growth 
if we're able -- and that's the big if, if we're able to deliver on that eWciency gain. And so I think 
that there will be certain areas where we'll able to deliver on that pretty quickly, and then other 
areas will probably take more time. Ues. So with that, I think, 19 seconds away. Thank you so much, 
Yefl, for coming to our conference. Really appreciate it.

The speaker thanks the clients for participating in the call and wishes everyone a productive day. 
They express gratitude and excitement for the third day, hoping to end it on a high note.
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JNK, Presentation

Jyler Jechnologies SuccessFully Jransitions to Cloud-Girst Approach, Enhanc-
ing Client SatisFaction and Interoperability Amidst COVID-19 Impacts
Sep 7, 2023 at 3:25 PM

Tyler Technologies has successfully transitioned to a cloud-first approach, resulting in improved 
client satisfaction and interoperability. Challenges include version consolidation and adapting 
clients' processes to cloud best practices. The company focuses on optimizing pricing, cross-sell-
ing, and product integration to increase lifetime value. Despite COVID-19 impacts, demand for 
Tyler's products remains strong. The move to the cloud accelerates system replacements and 
increases the need for data and analytics. Tyler is focused on driving cross-sells internally and 
has overcome challenges with internal processes. Externally, customers appreciate the simplicity 
and integration oflered by Tyler's technology. Overall, customer conversations about moving to 
the cloud have been positive.

&BEY, Presentation

&ber CEO Dara HhosroTshahi &nveils wroTth Strategies For Combined Mobili-
ty and Delivery PlatForm
Sep 7, 2023 at 1:50 PM

%ber CEO Dara (hosrowshahi discussed the company's transformation into a platform combining 
Mobility and Delivery, highlighting revenue growth, improved margins, and market position. They 
are prepared for increased demand in September and believe there is still pent-up demand 
due to COVID-19. %ber has invested in supply and has various product initiatives contributing 
to long-term growth. On the Delivery side, they have focused on improving selection, quality, 
delivery times, and membership penetration. %ber aims to build a best-of-breed delivery platform 
while also focusing on their broader platform strategy. The advantages of %ber's Mobility and 
Delivery businesses include acquiring new customers at a lower cost, optimizing cross-selling 
and upselling through AI algorithms, and a profitable advertising business. %ber has consistently 
outperformed on margins and has a strategy of building higher-margin products in Mobility while 
supporting lower-cost products. The company expects to generate substantial cash "ow in the 
future and will consider acquisitions and buybacks as potential uses of funds. They aim to become 
investor-grade in terms of their debt profile and plan to return capital to shareholders through 
dividends or buybacks.

&PSJ, Presentation

&pstart CGO Outlines Vision For Guture: AI, Predictive Yisk Models, and Yesilient 
Gunding in a Competitive Kending Market
Sep 7, 2023 at 11:10 AM

Sanjay Datta, CFO of %pstart, discussed the company's vision for the future, which involves using 
AI and predictive risk models in all credit segments. He highlighted the challenges of regulatory 
conversations and the adoption of AI technology by lenders. Datta emphasized that %pstart's 
unique underwriting model based on AI algorithms is diWcult to replicate and more accurate 
than traditional models like FICO scores. The speaker also mentioned the need for engagement 
with regulatory bodies and the challenge of accumulating training data for machine learning 
models. %pstart has gathered 10 years of data on alternative variables to price risk, giving them 
a competitive advantage. Datta also talked about building resiliency into %pstart's funding model 
through long-term partnerships. These partnerships involve coinvest structures where %pstart 
contributes modest equity and aligns its motivations with the majority partner over a period 
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of 1-3 years. The economic impact of these partnerships depends on factors such as borrower 
demand and whether any premium is passed on to borrowers or absorbed by %pstart's take rates. 
The speaker discusses the possibility of a more competitive lending market, which could lead to 
a contraction of contribution margin. However, they mention that their platform has been able 
to increase contribution margins and take rates during diWcult periods by targeting borrowers 
outside of the prime category. This "exibility has made them consider trading some of these 
increased margins for a more resilient funding base. They believe that their current strategy of 
securing committed capital partners will set them up for the next macro shock and aim for 50L 
of their funding base to be in this form. )hen asked about funding constraints on origination 
growth, Datta stated that while funding is not currently a constraint, they are actively seeking 
more committed capital partners to have funding available when borrower demand increases. In 
response to a question about partnering with Pagaya Technologies to increase loan origination, 
Datta mentioned that they have a good relationship with Pagaya and have experimented with their 
models, but he doesn't believe that working together would create the same economic benefit as it 
does with platforms that have more traditional credit score-centric models. Regarding the current 
macro environment, Datta noted that there is a wide distribution of opinions on the macro outlook, 
with concerns about in"ation and rates subsiding while the labor market and consumption remain 
strong. He did not provide specific guidance for the third quarter and the rest of the year but 
acknowledged that the macro environment is uncertain. %pstart uses the %pstart Macro Index 
&%MI8 to guide credit decisions but did not provide further details on its impact or outlook. The 
stimulus measures implemented during the COVID-19 pandemic have had a significant impact 
on lending. The injection of trillions of dollars into the economy has contributed to in"ation 
and increased real consumption relative to income. As a result, consumers have depleted their 
personal balance sheets, particularly those who are less a!uent. This combination of in"ation and 
living beyond means has led to a rise in defaults in the credit world. The %pstart Macro Index, which 
tracks losses in the loan book, shows that losses were half or 60L of pre-COVID levels during the 
stimulus period but have now increased to 70L higher than pre-COVID levels after the stimulus 
ended. The personal savings rate has also dropped to its lowest level since )orld )ar II. Overall, 
%pstart is not currently driving the growth in the unsecured personal lending market, but they 
believe that the market has potential for growth due to the convenience and pricing advantages 
of unsecured loans compared to secured loans like HEKOCs or auto loans. %pstart has participated 
in the growth of this market and sees itself as expanding alongside it rather than taking market 
share from established players. The speaker discusses the company's conversion rates for loan 
approvals, stating that they have halved compared to when credit was good post-stimulus. They 
note that of the X0L of customers who were not approved for a loan, it is unlikely that they 
obtained one elsewhere. The speaker views this as an untapped market that can be converted 
through better risk pricing. They also mention their strategy to get more dealerships on board with 
their software for selling cars and mention the progress they have made in this area.

The company's philosophy is to continue improving the business and be prepared for future macro 
shocks. They have focused on borrower evaluation in the past but are now prioritizing reacting 
quickly and accurately to macro shocks. They also see potential in applying predictive models 
to servicing and collections, an area they have not previously focused on. Overall, they aim to 
strengthen the company and come out of this crisis stronger.
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&PWH, Presentation

&pTork's CEO and CGO Discuss Expanding Services For Enterprise 
Clients and Prioritifing wroTth in the Lext 16 Months
Sep 7, 2023 at 7:25 PM

%pwork's CEO and CFO discuss the demand for their platform, with smaller businesses being more 
confident than enterprise companies. The company is focusing on expanding services for larger 
clients and implementing a land and expand strategy. They highlight the potential for growth 
within enterprises as more people freelance and traditional talent sources become scarce. %pwork 
provides tools and expertise to help enterprises tap into the freelance market. The executives 
mention challenges in client growth on the enterprise side but believe that adoption will become 
easier as more customers see the benefits. %pwork has made pricing changes and sees AI as 
an opportunity to serve as a destination for AI-related talent. The company is seeing freelancers 
adopt new tools and upskill at a faster rate than captive employees in larger corporations. %pwork 
has partnered with Yasper.AI and other companies to provide talent with better access to these 
tools. The company is focused on growing and scaling the available talent on its platform to meet 
increasing demand. The executives believe that partnerships like OpenAI are just the beginning 
and see many other businesses in the space lining up to work with them. %pwork is shifting 
from being a freelancer marketplace to a work marketplace, oflering multiple ways for clients to 
find talent and solutions. The company has seen significant cost savings from restructuring and 
expects continued margin improvements. The productivity of the sales force has also improved, 
with revenue per sales rep increasing by 100L quarter-over-quarter. The Enterprise go-to-market 
strategy is being scaled with a focus on optimizing yield per sales rep. [oe Diamadi, the new Gener-
al Manager of the Enterprise B%, is expected to drive further productivity improvements through 
testing diflerent initiatives. The company has seen gains in brand awareness through its brand 
marketing strategy and plans to continue investing in high-quality creative work. However, due 
to the macro environment, they have adjusted their strategy temporarily. The company is reeval-
uating its investment in brand spending and may consider it in the future when their awareness 
is higher. Currently, they are focusing on building their brand and acquiring customers through 
more cost-eflective channels. From a margin perspective, the company expects to steadily grow 
margins while reinvesting in the business for top-line growth. They are working on a framework to 
achieve this and will provide more details soon. The key variables for investors to consider include 
revenue scale and return on spend in the long term. The company is refining the contribution 
margin of their business units and evaluating yield within individual business lines to determine 
where they can get the best return on investment.

The speaker believes that their biggest competition in the labor marketplace is the old way of 
working and outdated mindsets. They have seen new entrants in the market every year, but it 
is diWcult for them to scale. The speaker feels confident about their position due to their clients, 
talent, data asset, and trust and safety mechanisms. They believe that driving profitable growth 
through product innovation and growth in the Enterprise will be their key priorities in the next 12 
months.

V , Presentation

Verifon CEO Discusses Capital Allocation Strategy, Yevenue wroTth, and Ex-
pansion Plans in ConFerence
Sep 7, 2023 at 11:10 AM

Verizon CEO Hans Vestberg discussed the company's capital allocation strategy, recent dividend 
increase, and operational improvements in the Consumer segment during a conference. He ex-
pressed confidence in driving sustained revenue and EBITDA growth, with phone net additions 
improving and the Business side gaining new wireless customers. Verizon has implemented price 
increases to oflset in"ationary cost pressures and capture network value, contributing to growth Report generated on Aiera.com
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in average revenue per account &ARPA8 and average revenue per user &ARP%8. The company plans 
to focus on simplifying plans for customers and driving cost savings rather than widespread price 
increases. Vestberg highlighted the importance of mobility, broadband, and cloud infrastructure 
and sees opportunities for continued growth. He mentioned the importance of Verizon's fiber 
network, spectrum holdings, and engineering expertise in maintaining leadership in the market. 
Verizon's CEO discusses the competitive landscape in the wireless industry, particularly with cable 
operators. He mentions that Verizon has a good relationship with its cable partners and aims 
to get the full value of anyone using its network. The CEO expresses confidence in the current 
competitive environment and states that Verizon has been able to grow its cash "ow and EBITDA 
despite tough competition. Verizon plans to expand its fixed wireless access service to suburban 
and rural areas where the product is currently not available. The company sees this as a great 
opportunity, as these markets are underserved and ofler potential for growth. Verizon aims to 
have 4-5 million fixed wireless access customers by 2025. Additionally, the company believes in 
the benefits of convergence, oflering a bundle of fixed and mobile connectivity to customers. This 
strategy not only increases revenue streams but also provides convenience and added value to 
customers, leading to increased loyalty and reduced churn. Verizon sees a significant opportunity 
to monetize its extended customer relationships by acting as a direct-to-consumer channel for 
other brands. )ith its strong position as the largest direct-to-consumer provider in the country, 
Verizon can leverage its billing capabilities, customer relationship management &CRM8 system, 
and knowledge of its customer base to ofler brands the ability to go direct-to-consumer and 
access Verizon's service oflerings. This has already been successful with partnerships such as 
Apple Music and Disney], and Verizon plans to continue expanding its oflerings through initiatives 
like the ]play platform and perk system. By providing these services, Verizon not only increases 
customer loyalty but also generates additional revenue through distribution deals. As the market 
trend shifts towards direct-to-consumer products, Verizon believes it is strategically positioned 
to capitalize on this opportunity and has the necessary assets and expertise to succeed. The 
potential dispute between Charter and Disney regarding broadband customers has not been fully 
explored, but Verizon's Fios and fixed wireless access products could potentially be attractive op-
tions for customers seeking streaming and linear sports content. Again, it creates an opportunity 
for us. It creates an opportunity for us, and we will see that we work with all our partners. )e work 
with all of them in order for them to be successful. But as customers change their behavior, we 
just need to change as an industry. So it's very simple. It's like you and me are looking at streaming 
today, 15 years ago, we didn't do it. It's just very natural. Earlier, you reminded us about your outlook 
for declining CapEx as you move past the C-band deployment, which has been a big call on your 
capital. And you've said this before, you expect capital intensity to be lower for a long period of 
time. The pushback we get from investors is that never actually happens. Telcos always find a 
reason to spend money. )hy do you have so much confidence that the capital intensity will remain 
low and as a result the cash generation will improve  Because I know and we're part of building 
the network. That's why I know it. The reason I was hired was because I worked with the network, 
which I love. )e have great people doing it. But we knew already in 201X when I came in, that we 
needed to put in a lot of fiber in order to be able to handle all the traWc, which we did. )e knew also 
that we started to build up millimeter wave to get the lowest cost per bit in the most urban places. 
And then we knew that when we bought the C-band, we need to bump it up because we need to 
get that C-band out as quickly as possible. All that is sort of done to port with now is BA%. So that's 
why we come from -- I think we had almost /24 billion in '22 this year between '1X and '19. It's an 
exact number of guidance there, but somewhere in between there. And then we say, after that, 
we'll come back to our BA% that's going to be 17 to 17.5 which is a very eWcient capital eWciency 
for a telecom company. Ket's give and take that we  turnover  /135 billion. And our CapEx is going 
to be 17 to 17.5. It's going to be 1 of the lowest CapEx companies in the world in the telecoms. And 
we are committed to go running networks, 100L committed to it, and we see it happening. Still 
we're going to invest in C-band. Still we're going to do success but fiber. But it's just that hump 
that we needed in order to keep the best network in the world and in the %.S., needed that bump. 
That bump is over. And my commitment is clear. Our management's commitment is clear. That's 
why we increased the dividend this morning again because I think the Board feels confident that 
that's the way we're going. And just to be clear, no change to the CapEx guidance for this year  No. 
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It's exactly the same that we have said since the beginning of the year. indiscernible  have just so 
many numbers in my head, so I need to be clear on that. All right. Sticking with capital allocation.

The speaker expresses confidence in the company's cash generation and plans to raise the 
dividend. They expect to hit their deleveraging target in the next few years, at which point they 
will consider buybacks as part of their capital allocation strategy. The speaker dismisses rumors 
about finding a successor for the CFO role, stating that the current CFO is doing a great job and 
will be there for a while.

WBD, Presentation

Warner BrosU Discovery's CEO David aslav discusses streaming success, inter-
national expansion, and challenges in the advertising market
Sep 6, 2023 at 5:25 PM

David [aslav, President and CEO of )arner Bros. Discovery, discussed the impact of strikes and 
the COVID-19 pandemic on the company's financial outlook. He highlighted the success of the Max 
streaming platform and plans for international expansion. [aslav believes that digital platforms 
ofler better data and higher CPM rates, making ad-light products more valuable. However, he ac-
knowledges the challenge of fragmented content oflerings and advocates for bundling to improve 
the consumer experience. )arner Bros. Discovery aims to create an environment that benefits 
consumers and generates sustainable growth for shareholders. The company is also exploring 
the inclusion of live news and sports in their streaming platform. They continue to produce a 
lot of content and have increased investment in production for its Food and HG channels. The 
company's sports contracts are long-term and they have the rights to broadcast on both linear and 
digital platforms at no additional cost. [aslav expresses a desire to renew the NBA contract and 
highlights the success of their sports programming. The company is focused on generating free 
cash "ow, improving their balance sheet, and owning all their intellectual property. The speaker 
discusses the importance of having an impact on culture and how the company can achieve this 
through collaboration. They mention the success of Barbie and the potential of HBO in attracting 
talent and viewers. The speaker acknowledges the challenges faced in the advertising market but 
expresses optimism for a potential turnaround in the fourth quarter. They highlight the company's 
strong upfront performance and the increase in digital inventory on platforms like HBO Max. 
The speaker also mentions that ratings for certain networks are doing well, surpassing industry 
standards. On the international side, there is a slight improvement in advertising compared to the 
domestic market. As for capital allocation priorities, )arner Bros. Discovery plans to invest in its 
own business and may consider acquisitions if necessary.
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WMw, Presentation

Yobert eisel, CEO oF Warner Music wroup, Emphasifes Collaborative Strategies 
For Monetifing Guture Opportunities and Building Kong-Jerm Value in the Music 
Industry
Sep 6, 2023 at 11:10 AM

Robert [eisel, CEO of )arner Music Group, highlighted the importance of collaboration between 
content and technology in monetizing future opportunities in the music industry. He discussed 
the potential for growth through partnerships like TikTok and emphasized the need for a new 
economic model focused on revenue per user. [eisel mentioned an artist-centric model as a 
potential solution and emphasized the need for wider cooperation within the industry. He also dis-
cussed )arner Music's international strategy and investments in technology to make the company 
more eWcient and eflective. [eisel acknowledged the opportunities and challenges presented 
by artificial intelligence &AI8 and user-generated content &%GC8, emphasizing the importance 
of respecting artists' choices and copyrights. He discussed ongoing discussions with partners 
regarding copyright infringement and monetization of intellectual property rights on platforms 
like TikTok. [eisel also discussed )arner Music's capital allocation priorities, including investments 
in artists and songwriters, M$A, and technology.

The CEO emphasizes the importance of sticking to a steady strategy and executing it with excel-
lence. They do not want to surprise investors unless it is a tremendously positive surprise. The CEO 
hopes that the industry and )arner will surprise investors with a deeply collaborative approach, 
rather than a zero-sum game mentality between music companies and digital service providers 
&DSPs8. Their goal is to build long-term value for both parties and grow shareholder value.
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NEKP, Presentation

Nelp's CEO Outlines wroTth Strategies and Guture Plans Amidst Pandemic Chal-
lenges
Sep 7, 2023 at 6:45 PM

Uelp's CEO, Yeremy Stoppelman, discussed the company's growth and future plans during a recent 
discussion. Despite the pandemic, Uelp has achieved double-digit revenue growth by reinventing 
its business model. The company aims to balance larger advertisers and SMBs, as well as brand 
and direct response advertising. Uelp's multi-location segment grew by 15L in +2, re"ecting 
the eflectiveness of its advertising oflerings. The CEO highlighted the growth potential of Uelp's 
Self-serve and Multi-location oflerings and emphasized factors like user count and engagement. 
Uelp is also focused on improving its Home Services experience and has shifted to a product-led 
strategy for eWciency and scalability. The company sees opportunities in AI and machine learning 
to enhance its products and internal processes. Uelp has a separate initiative to improve customer 
communications and tracks the ROI of promising projects. The company uses sophisticated algo-
rithms for content matching and has an eflective planning process. Uelp's services segment has 
seen significant growth, with 60L of revenue coming from this area. The company has developed 
features like Request-a-+uote and Uelp Guaranteed to enhance consumer protection. Cross-sell-
ing opportunities between services and other aspects of the business are also being explored. The 
speaker discussed improving the sales process and reaching the target audience more eWciently. 
Uelp is focused on delivering value to businesses and increasing their spending over time. The 
company sees potential in reaching users outside of Uelp and believes in the importance of 
a motivated and energized team. The CEO expressed excitement about elevating the Services 
experience and making Request-a-+uote the platform of choice for users. Investments in AI and 
other priorities such as service, consumer engagement, and monetization of services leads are 
key focus areas. The company is constantly looking for the most eWcient channels for customer 
acquisition and aligning with changing landscapes. Uelp is streamlining its processes, such as 
implementing password-less login, to improve user experience and increase revenue. They are 
also exploring opportunities in search engine marketing &SEM8 to generate leads and drive more 
business. Uelp aims to optimize its go-to-market strategies and leverage its broad consumer app 
advantage. In terms of capital allocation, Uelp plans to hold headcount "at and is committed 
to returning capital to investors through share repurchases. They also have room for tuck-in 
acquisitions to enhance their platform.

IP, Presentation

Yevolutionifing Yecruitment: ipYecruiter qarnesses Algorithmic Jech-
niXues and AI to JransForm the Rob Search Experience
Sep 6, 2023 at 7:25 PM

[ipRecruiter is a recruiting platform that uses algorithmic techniques to provide quality candi-
dates to employers. They aim to disrupt the traditional o!ine recruiting industry by moving the 
process online and using technology to find the best matches for open positions. The company 
remains profitable and emphasizes innovation and better user experiences. They have invested in 
technology, including an AI chatbot named Phil, to enhance the job search process. [ipRecruiter 
sees generative AI as a transformative technology and plans to continue improving their product. 
Their investment priorities include organic growth, M$A opportunities, and returning capital to 
shareholders through buybacks. They focus on improving the online job searching experience and 
plan to build loyalty with job seekers and expand into the enterprise market.
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I, Presentation

oomInFo's Guture wroTth Strategy: qarnessing AI, Enhancing Data %uali-
ty, and Overcoming Yetention Challenges
Sep 6, 2023 at 2:30 PM

Henry, the CEO of [oomInfo, and Cameron, a new team member, discuss their goals for the 
company in the next 4 to 5 years. They plan to use AI to improve sales and marketing eflective-
ness, align sales and marketing eflorts, and invest in integrating MarketingOS and SalesOS. They 
emphasize the importance of accurate and enriched data in CRM systems and the potential of 
generative AI for go-to-market strategies. They mention a product called DAS &Data as a Service8 
that helps clean and organize data. The company aims to maintain margins of around 40L and 
expects to reaccelerate growth in the future. They believe that [oomInfo is a good investment 
option and feel confident in their ability to succeed. They are investing in product-led growth 
and building capabilities to monetize website traWc. They also continue to target opportunities 
with enterprise customers. They discuss potential competition in the data as a service space and 
highlight the value they provide beyond just web-scouring data. They explain that their core value 
lies in identifying target companies, key individuals, and when they are in the market for specific 
products or services. They diflerentiate themselves by providing insights beyond first-party data 
signals and aim to build work"ows around a broader universe of signals. They are developing 
copilots for account executives and managers, utilizing generative AI for usability improvements, 
and considering diflerent pricing S(%s for an AI-enabled version of the platform. They believe 
that generative AI can drive usability and justify separate pricing, but acknowledge that some 
companies may include it as part of their platform or use it as a retention and upselling tool. The 
speaker discusses how generative AI can help sales and marketing reps target the right customers 
at the right time. They clarify that they will not charge for making the experience easier, but 
any new capabilities or features enabled by generative AI may be included in a diflerent pricing 
package. The speaker also mentions that retention, upsell, downsell, and new subscriptions are 
important factors in the growth algorithm for a software company. They acknowledge that there 
is currently a retention headwind due to overbuying in the past and a shift in the availability of free 
money. However, they believe that once they overcome this challenge, there will be an opportunity 
for growth. Regarding competition, the speaker emphasizes [oomInfo's superior data quality and 
the integration of various tools and services into their platform as reasons for customers to stay 
with them.

The Chief Economist has accurately predicted a peak in rates and the company is hoping for a 
return to growth rather than buying back stock. They believe running a growth business is more 
exciting and want to focus on that.
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S, Presentation

scaler's Evolution: Yeimagining LetTork and Security For the Cloud and Mobil-
ity Era
Sep 6, 2023 at 10:30 AM

Gabriela Borges, CEO of [scaler, introduces Yay Chaudhry and Remo Canessa. They discuss [s-
caler's evolution into a multiproduct company and their focus on reimagining network and security 
for the cloud and mobility era. They address market displacement, risk of commoditization, and 
emphasize continuous innovation in cybersecurity. They mention Microsoft's expansion into the 
security platform and explain why customers prefer [scaler. They express confidence in their 
position in the high-end enterprise space and discuss their strategy for expanding into cloud 
security. They mention disrupting the market of shifting firewalls to the cloud and securing cloud 
workload communication. They also discuss the growing importance of data loss prevention &DKP8 
and their eflorts to expand their DKP capabilities. They mention channel partnerships, new product 
introductions, and their strong momentum going into fiscal '24. They emphasize driving growth 
and maintaining profitability, as well as investing in cloud infrastructure and taking advantage of 
AI capabilities. They see opportunities in the federal market but acknowledge global macro uncer-
tainties. Despite this, they are optimistic about their growth potential and value for shareholders.

&O, Presentation

uora's Strategic Changes and wroTth: Expanding Yevenue Models and Part-
nerships
Sep 6, 2023 at 7:25 PM

[uora is a company that specializes in helping businesses manage recurring revenue models 
through automation. They ofler services such as product subscription billing and revenue recog-
nition, as well as providing guidance and data analysis to help businesses improve their subscrip-
tion businesses. [uora has made strategic changes, including new leadership and focusing on 
enterprise companies, and has seen significant growth in the media industry. Their AI-powered 
collection product has improved payment acceptance rates, and their revenue product is gaining 
interest from tech companies preparing for public oflerings. They emphasize the ability to sell 
comprehensive solutions or lighter options depending on customer needs. The company sees 
consumption as a huge opportunity and aims to provide "exible billing models to meet customer 
demands. They also focus on analytics and data management, oflering solutions like Snow"ake 
and any warehouse to meet customer needs. Strategic SI partners play a crucial role in bringing 
pipeline and larger opportunities, with better close rates and faster closures. Despite scrutiny 
on larger deals in the current macro environment, [uora's nimble strategy and focus on smaller 
landings position them well. The speaker expresses confidence in the company's current cost 
structure and does not feel the need to invest more in go-to-market or R$D. They mention 
receiving /400 million in investment from Silver Kake last year, with an additional /150 million 
expected to come in. The funds were primarily intended for M$A activities, and they highlight 
the successful acquisition and integration of [ephr. The speaker emphasizes the importance of 
finding strategic partners to accelerate growth and mentions the company's focus on adjacencies 
that align with their roadmap and growth plans. They also discuss the significance of international 
markets and the potential for partnerships to address the mid-market segment.

The speaker believes that by continually adding new types of customers and growing their in-
stalled base, they have a great opportunity ahead of them. Todd expresses his gratitude and the 
conversation ends.
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